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Abstract 

The issue of environmental sustainability is rising nowadays, which made the or-

ganisations to survive the planet. Accordingly, the governments are giving support 

to organisations for taking steps to achieve the environmental sustainability. To 

achieve the environmental sustainability, it is needed to bring change in organisa-

tions. Besides, Information Technology plays a significant role to develop novel 

processes and technologies to control the environmental loads for achieving envi-

ronmental sustainability. This study is based on three mainstay concepts: Change 

Management, Green IT, and Organisational Culture. This research is intended to 

identify Green IT initiatives to achieve the environmental sustainability through 

change management and organisational culture in the organisations. A change 

management model is ultimately presented in the analysis, which describes the 

process of change management within an organisation based on the three main 

concepts mentioned above.  

This study is an investigation based on literature reviews and two case studies 

(Tetra Pak (Pakistan) and Panasonic (Sweden)). Case Studies have been carried 

out to verify the commodity of change process model (theoretical framework) and 

change management model. The research is also aimed to find, if the investigated 

organisations ultimately capture the targeted result, when willing to bring Green 

IT in their organisational systems. 
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1 Introduction 

This chapter provides the overview of the selected research topic and explore the back-

ground of the research, the problem discussion, purpose of the study along with re-

search question to foster our involvement in this research. Furthermore, it covers the 

delimitations, position of the study and thesis structure used throughout the research.  

1.1 Background 

The world today is conscious about how technology plays a significant role in accelerat-

ing or mitigating climate change. Information Technology consumes a huge proportion 

of an enterprise energy budget. Besides, 1.75 percent of disposal of carbon in Europe 

derives from IT facilities consumption; hence, it is an issue of intense scrutiny (IT och 

energieffektivisering i Sverige, 2009). However, mainly IT can contribute to cut the 

CO2 footprint is considerably more than pollution it makes itself. Hence, ‗Green IT‘ 

considered as a critical issue and a key element for environmental load reduction. Envi-

ronmental sustainability in IT is no longer as an optional for companies but a fundamen-

tal business key factor. 

Instead of supposing rapidly growing ecosystem problems, there is a need of increasing 

the role of IT to achieve the environmental sustainability, which is growing faster since 

few years ago (Siegler & Gaughan, 2008). The way of doing business is respectively 

changed. Everything is shifting towards IT even the business opportunities popped out 

by help of Information Technology. Therefore, there is a demand of organizational role 

to take initiative for adopting Green IT initiatives to the Environmental sustainability.  

Gary Hird, (2010) takes the social responsibilities; technology and management devel-

opment as a significant impact to adopt the Green IT. There is a need of corporate social 

responsibilities to engage the stakeholders (customers and suppliers) and employees for 

taking innovative ideas. Before making the policies, the organizations should clarify 

why they need the policy and what the key goal is. Before the change, the organizations 

should develop the internal and external organizational culture to take Green IT initia-

tives. For this, management development is necessary to bring change in the organiza-

tion.  

The term used as Green IT meaning to protect the Environment from hazardous parti-

cles and save it from the pollution by facilitating IT as a technique and the related in-

struments. Its main objectives to reduce the environmental impacts and threats for future 

generation and Green IT helps to improve and invent new products, processes and ser-

vices that can assist us to save the upcoming creation from environmental impacts. 

According to CISCO
1
 Public Information, the EU has already established strict regula-

tory regimes for electronic manufacture and waste disposal containing financial penal-

                                                 
1
 Cisco is a company, which provides mostly technological-based solutions. Parts of its emissions are to 

act as an advisor and innovator in the issue of environmental sustainability, visit:  www.cisco.com  

http://www.cisco.com/
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ties. The EU commission presented powerful arrangements with focus on what can af-

fect the IT-section itself and to rise benefiting the information and communication tech-

nology to gain an energy effective market with low carbon disposal. Regarding the new 

goal, disposal of greenhouse gas should reduce by 20 per cent up to 2020. Sweden has 

even more restricted target for a 40 per cent cut in the non-marketing section by 2020 

(IT och energieffektivisering i Sverige, 2009). 

Sweden had been conducted a huge investigation on Green initiative recently and in-

vested on this issue aiming fruitful results. According to Exido
2
 group, by acting more 

effective and by trying to reduce the costs, Swedish Country Councils, can save at least 

7 milliards kronor per year just through using IT as an environmental technology. The 

greatest potential considered when IT investigated to optimize different processes of 

current job market to contribute to both environmental and economical savings. 

To adopt the new concept, there is a need of change in the organization. The organiza-

tions should change the organizational environment through introducing new culture re-

garding the environmental friendliness among employees and external bodies that are 

related to the organization. (Stephen J. Wall, pp. 37, 43, 44, 2005) 

Organisations need change management and organisational culture, which impact on 

organisational behaviour variables. According to this research, the organisational behav-

iour is a cram of knowledge that includes some important factors of IT, organisational 

culture and change management, which can help the organisations to take Green IT ini-

tiatives to achieve the environmental sustainability. The management of all these factors 

are necessary to adopt Green IT.  

Therefore, there is a need of change process that includes the Information Technology, 

organizational culture, social responsibilities and organizational behaviour variables to 

take Green IT initiatives for achieving environmental sustainability. The change process 

is all about change management. This will help the organizations to develop new ways 

of doing work for taking green initiatives by facilitating IT. The change process will be 

depended on literature study. The change process and collected data form empirical 

findings will help to develop the change management model. However, we focussed on 

Green IT Initiatives in organizations for achieving Environmental Sustainability through 

integration of Change Management and Organization Culture 

1.2 Problem 

To consider about the concept of Green IT, it is about performing novel technologies, 

strategies and processes, and simultaneously working on corporate social responsibility. 

The problem here ―is to identify what factors are involved for taking Green IT initia-

tives in change management and organisational culture when organisations take Green 

IT initiatives for achieving environmental sustainability‘‘. 

                                                 
2
 Exido is an analysis and consulting firm focusing on IT market in Sweden. Visit: http://www.exido.se/  

http://www.exido.se/
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Essentially the motives for organisations to place an overall green agenda in their or-

ganization could be one of the three drivers as reputation, cost, and energy consump-

tion. It is true that different organizations in different industry sectors have different pri-

orities at this matter. The obstacle here is to how organisations are taking Green IT ini-

tiatives to manage the change and organisational culture for achieving the environ-

mental sustainability and convince the employees and stakeholders. Furthermore, apart 

from the significant role of IT department, executives and management, it is important 

to try to not take isolated solutions based on the decisions of the departments and man-

agement, but to involve employees and stakeholders to provide an overall green agenda 

of the organization. 

In the other hand, in common with management discourses more generally, studies and 

models rarely look to the broader social consequences of change models, programs and 

their methods (Andrew Sturdy, Christopher Grey;2003). This issue is particularly sig-

nificant while putting effort to take Green IT initiatives through change management 

and organisational culture while establishing a new socio-technical system of environ-

mental friendliness and information technology in an organization. 

1.3 Purpose  

The purpose of this research is to investigate the factors to manage the change and or-

ganisational culture when taking Green IT initiatives in an organization for achieving 

the environmental sustainability. According to this, we are mainly focusing on opportu-

nities from the management and executives board members that are not just helping us 

through IT innovation itself, but instead are supposed to contribute to achieve a more 

innovative corporate culture. In the end, a change management model will be drawn on 

theoretical based change process and empirical investigations. The ultimate aim of this 

research is to investigate on these issues for instance, how organizations take green IT 

initiatives for achieving environmental sustainability through change management and 

organizational culture. 

1.4 Research Questions 

The above discussion shows, it is important to investigate, how to deal with the prob-

lems associated to take Green IT Initiatives. Accordingly, the concept of Green IT is an 

effective socio-technical system to achieve the environmental sustainability. However, 

there are other factors that necessary to think about while conducting Green IT initia-

tives in the organizations.  

To fulfil the above discussed purposes, the research questions are designed as: 

 How organizations take green IT initiatives for achieving environmental sustain-

ability? 

 What is the role of organizational culture and change management for taking green 

IT initiatives in organizations?  
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Through answering these questions, organizations will recognize how effectively to take 

Green IT initiatives for achieving environmental sustainability through change man-

agement and organizational culture. 

1.5 Delimitation 

In this research, we will not address all concepts of achieving the environmental sus-

tainability, including organisational performance, governments‘ interests, product de-

velopment, IT strategy, change strategy and Business strategy. Instead, we will focus on 

some important factors that are involved in change management and organisational cul-

ture to take Green IT initiatives for achieving environmental sustainability. 

In the current environment, many organizations are working on environmental sustain-

ability and focus on Green IT concept. Few organizations are working on internal and 

external organizational culture to take part in environmental sustainability issues. Fur-

thermore, organizations need to consider the environmental issues by facilitating IT. 

Accordingly, they have to focus on bringing Green IT through change in organizations 

and organizational culture by conducting new technologies and behaviours in demand. 

Organisations should focus on the environmental services, relevant processes and 

strategies (change management) that can help them to sustain the environment (Gary 

Hird, 2010). 

Finally, it would definitely be desirable to take study factors for most beneficial prac-

tices between organisations and environmental sustainability. However, this would con-

siderably increase complexity for taking results in favour of the organisations with pres-

ently unknown variables such as social responsibilities, Information Technology, man-

agement development, organisational structure and organisational culture to enhance the 

value of environment. Therefore, we explore the value of these concepts in environ-

mental sustainability. 

1.6 Positioning of Study 

The Information Technology is known as a primary leading concept since many years. 

Organisations are taking more interest in Information Technology to increase the organ-

isational performance. Therefore, the importance of IT has been increasing in the litera-

ture too. Information Technology has the ability to improve the distinct organisational 

areas; one of the areas is Environmental sustainability. It is believed that information 

and communications technology can play a large role in how the world addresses its en-

vironmental challenges (Why IT must take a lead in greening the enterprise, Cisco, 

2008). As governments are also interested and involved in environmental issues, they 

are collaborating with organizations. To reduce the environmental loads (Carbon diox-

ide CO2, electricity consumption, pollution etc.) and develop environmental friendly 

products, there is need to Information Technology that can help the companies to de-

velop environmental solution by facilitating green technology, green services and rele-

vant processes. However, organisations mostly lack an effective and comprehensive 
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policy to adopt green IT initiatives. Therefore, here arises the need of change manage-

ment and organisational culture that help the organisations to effectively align it with 

organizational behaviour variables while greening their organization. The research is 

based on the factors of Information Technology, change management and organisational 

culture. When we went through the relevant literature, we found shortage of the infor-

mation that comprehensively addresses the effects of the issues on each other. These 

facts especially brought us challenges to conduct the research to reveal the relation of 

the named issues, which are necessary to adopt Green IT initiatives for achieving the 

environmental sustainability. 

 

1.7 Thesis Structure 

The report is divided into six chapters. The first chapter defines the problem back-

ground, purpose and research questions of this study as well as delimitations, and posi-

tions of the study are discussed.   In the second chapter methodology, we discuss the 

qualitative approach, case study as research strategy and our arguments why we select 

these methods for this study work.  The third chapter, theoretical framework, is con-

structed upon the authors‘ knowledge that will base on research articles, books, journals 

and case studies material. In the fourth chapter, the empirical work helps us to investi-

gate on the research elements from selected organizations; in the meantime, we found 

factors from the theoretical work that aligns with the empirical work. In the fifth chap-

ter, the analysis, we evaluate the knowledge based on findings from theoretical studies 

and empirical findings and conclude the knowledge in change management model. The 

final part, chapter sixth, discussion and conclusion show the authors‘ reflections to re-

search questions and the whole work, and give suggestions for further studies. 
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2 Methodology
3
 

The chapter concludes the main research methods and research design with the justifi-

cation of their choice of selection. The chapter has structured in the following order: 

differentiating in research methods, choice of research design, and case study as a re-

search strategy, data collection techniques, semi-structured interview and research 

creditability.   

2.1 Methods 

Research methods are procedures and rules, which considered as ways to solve the par-

ticular research problems. In research, methods play multiple roles like as logical ways 

of reasoning to get solutions; rules for communication for instance, to define how find-

ings had been achieved; rules of inter-subjectivity, outsiders have the chance to evaluate 

and examine research findings (Ghauri & Grönhaug 2005, pp. 40). 

          Problem/Task      Solution/Answer 

 

            Method 

Figure 1: Use of Methods, Source: (Ghauri & Grönhaug 2005, pp. 40) 

Research Method refers to data collection by analysis, historical reviews, observations, 

experiments, and lastly case study for the main objectives to resolve research problem. 

It can further described as orderly, systematic, and focused procedures for collection of 

data to obtain information for resolving the research problem (Ghuari & Gronhuag, 

2005, pp. 109). 

2.1.1 Research Methods: Qualitative and Quantitative 

The research approach elucidates the standard ways and procedures to collect data for 

particular research problems. The main research approaches are Qualitative and Quanti-

tative. 

In qualitative research, findings could not attain by using statistical measures or other 

quantification methods. However, mainly focus on interpreting and understanding the 

information to attain results where as Quantitative methods in research, directly con-

nected with the measurement of quantified data, as stated by Ghuari and Gronhuag 

(2005, pp. 109). 

The table below is defining the difference between Qualitative and Quantitative meth-

ods as described by Ghauri and Grönhaug, (2005, pp. 110) 

                                                 
3
 The structure and theories of methodology chapter might be influenced by another research work written 

by one of the co-author of this study work. 
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Qualitative Methods Quantitative Methods 

Interpretation and rational approach Logical and critical approach 

Emphasis on understanding Emphasis on testing and verification 

Focus   on   understanding   from   respon-

dent's / informants point of view. 

Focus on facts and /or reasons for social 

events. 

Subjective  'insider  view'  and  closeness  

to data 

Objective 'outsider view' distant from data 

Generalization  by  comparison  of  proper- 

ties and context of individual organism 

Generalization by population membership 

Observations  and  measurements  in  natu-

ral settings 

Controlled measurement 

Holistic perspective Particularistic and analytical 

Explorative orientation Hypothetical-deductive;   focus   on   hypo- 

thesis testing 

Process oriented Result oriented 

Table 1: Qualitative versus Quantitative Methods, Source: (Ghauri & Grönhaug, 2005, pp. 110) 

2.2 Methods of Reasoning: Inductive, Deductive, and Abductive  

The existing literature described different methods of reasoning to conduct research and 

collection of data in the social science such as Inductive, Deductive, and Abductive. 

According Ghauri and Gronhaug (2005, pp. 15), in deductive reasoning, results can be 

drawn through logical reasoning, however, it might not be true in reality, while in the 

inductive reasoning we can illustrate general results from the empirical observations. It 

can further described as “the logical process of deriving a conclusion from a known 

premise or some-thing known as true while inductive reasoning is the systematic proc-

ess of establishing a general proposition on the basis of observations or particular facts 

(Ghauri & Gronhaug, 2005, pp. 16).‖ 

Abduction performs the role of creating new hypothesis or ideas where as deduction 

acting as evaluating such particular hypothesis and induction plays a justification task to 

compare the hypothesis with collected empirical data (Yu, 2005). 

According to Levin-Rozalis, (2004) in the inductive logic, hypotheses formed in rela-

tion to empirical generalizations while observing some particular phenomena in the 

field. In addition, induction research method implies to start research from observations 

and draw general conclusions from collected empirical evidence, which incorporated in 

the existing theory (as cited in Lina & Marius 2010). 
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When deductive and inductive research approach is not appropriate to solve the re-

search problem and question then Abductive approach is used. Levin-Rozalis (2004) 

states that Abductive research approach is the best method to conduct research when 

nothing is known at the start of the research (cited in Lina & Marius 2010, Levin-

Rozalis, 2004). Both Inductive and Abductive approaches directly connected with 

Qualitative Re-search, whereas deductive approach is associated with Quantitative Re-

search (Levin-Rozalis, 2004).  

The study of Green IT imitative in the organizations can be easily investigated through 

Qualitative research.  Our research problem to analyze the different factors, which com-

panies have to handle during such initiatives in their businesses for attaining the envi-

ronmental sustainability can resolve through Inductive approach. The qualitative study 

also has directly concerned with Inductive approach and it will best describe our study. 

So the research of Green IT initiative in the organizations such as Tetra Pak and Pana-

sonic Inductive reasoning would be used to get empirical findings.  

2.3 Research Design: Exploratory, Descriptive, and Causal 

Ghauri and Gronhaug (2005, pp. 56) stated, the research design providing us a sketch, a 

framework, a plan for the collection of data and its analysis. Research design describes 

the type of research and choice of researcher for empirical study to describe conclusion 

from data collection. There are three choices of research design such as Exploratory, 

Descriptive and Causal. 

Choice of research design derived the overall strategy to get required information. This 

choice leads to the other research activities for instance, what type of data is collected 

and how it should collected. The research design played a role of ‗Master Techniques‘ 

while statistical analysis of the data collection as ‗Servant Techniques‘ in the research 

(Ghauri & Gronhaug, 2005, pp. 56-57). 

Descriptive research derived the statistical analysis in which data collected from per-

centages, averages, histograms and frequency distribution. This approach leads towards 

Quantitative Research (Gliner and Morgan, 2000). However, our research is not focus-

ing on the relationship between variables through statistical methods and quantitative 

approach is not appropriate in our investigation.    

According to Ghauri and Gronhaug (2005, pp. 59), a causal research design‘s major 

tasks are to indentify and discover the cause-effect relationship in the research problem 

is structured. Our research problem not exactly related to causal design, as there is no 

any discussion of relationship between cause and effect. 

The exploratory research required better skills of data collection and analysis, as this 

type of research design demanded great capability to get information as well as conduct-

ing description that is theorizing as stated by Ghauri and Gronhaug, (2005).  
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To follow the above discussions, exploratory research design can fulfil the desired pur-

pose of obtaining information from the respondents. Our research explored new solu-

tions of Green IT initiates in the organizations.  Thus, exploratory research design has 

great importance and reliable source of data collection, when the purpose of research is 

to interpret, discover and innovated novel solutions of the research problems.   

2.4 Choice of Research Approach 

There is much discussion in the literature, which techniques or methods are better use-

able, scientific and most relevant for the research. The choice of research methods al-

ways depend on actual problem and research purpose. Jankowicz (1991) stated the most 

suitable research methods and techniques derived by the research problem and purposes.  

The Qualitative research approach selected to fulfil the desired purpose of this re-

search. The qualitative research is a mixture of the explorative, rational and intuitive, in 

which researchers‘ skills and experiences have critical importance in the analysis of 

data. The selected research method developed in an efficient way to conduct investiga-

tion. We want to conduct investigation the issues facing by organizations during Green 

IT initiatives. Organizational culture and change management are deliberated the main 

challenges for conducting the Green IT concept to achieve environmental sustainability 

in their businesses. To fulfil this purpose, qualitative approach used for data collection 

that follow the semi-structure interview technique. 

2.5 Data Collection 

The data collection for the research purpose closely connected to the research problem. 

Several methods and techniques used for data collections that are primary and secon-

dary. 

2.5.1 Literature Review   

Literature study is a fundamental element of every research process and it has been de-

velop before and during the research cycle. According to Kumar (2005), the literature 

study abets in the following way:   

 Convey clearness and narrow down to the research problem 

 Focus on specific research methods 

 Widen the philosophy in the research area and hold strong position of the study 

 Draw theories in the research background 

 Analyze research findings (Kumar, 2005). 

Several creditable data collection sources consulted in this research to fulfil the research 

purpose and conduct investigation specific to Green IT discipline. The consulted 

sources for literature review are according to the scientific theories, and specifically re-
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lated to the study problem and purpose. These are as internet sources (websites), arti-

cles, generals, books and other published material. To ensure the reliability and rele-

vancy of the data, University Library sources also used for gathering valid information 

and creditability by using such sources, Google Scholar, Thesis, Journals, and subject 

guide.  

2.5.2 Secondary Data 

The information is available from secondary sources that could derive from different 

sources. The sources are websites, company documents, newspapers, articles, and all 

other types of documentary evidence. 

Yin (1994) described six sources of evidence, which have much importance for data 

collection. We adopted one of them, interview technique for primary data collection for 

our study. In interview, we have the possibility to collect the most relevant data specific 

to the problem and asked questions, get answers directly from respondents (Yin, 1994). 

The detailed discussion about Yin‘s (1994) six sources of evidence is as bellow: 

Documents have different forms and shapes in the form of physical and electronic. 

However, letters, agendas, memorandum, administrative documents, articles, and news-

papers are included. The documents can be false or irrelevant and mislead especially the 

inexperienced researchers. The researcher should have in mind and avoid such type of 

misleading evidence (Yin, 1994). 

Archival documents are service records, list of names, organizational records, survey 

data, and other such records. The researcher has to be careful in evaluating such type of 

documents and confirms their accuracy before going to conclusions (Yin, 1994). 

Direct observation considered as visits to field observations during the case study. This 

approach is simple to collect data and record certain behaviours. The reliability of ob-

servation is enhanced when more observers is involved in single case study (Yin, 1994). 

Participant-observation can defined as to do practical role and considered the part of the 

events in focus for study (Yin, 1994). 

Physical artefacts can be some type of tools, instruments, or physical evidence that are 

useful for the research and collected during the field study (Yin, 1994). 

The secondary data existed in some form and not collected for the problem in focus. 

According to Crowther and Lancaster (2008) primary data not exist in any form until 

generated by the research process and collected by applying such techniques, observa-

tion, experiments, interview and survey. 
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2.5.3 Primary data 

The primary sources described the direct sources to conduct observation, experiment, 

interview and survey. We collected rich and relevant data from the primary sources 

those designed according to the particular problem. There are many arts to collect pri-

mary data as discussed above and interview is one of them to ask direct questions to the 

respondents.   

We are using multiple-case studies as research strategy for primary data collection spe-

cific to our research problem. In these types of case studies interviews has been a reli-

able technique for asking questions and gathering relevant information directly from the 

respondents.  

2.5.4 Interview  

According to Ghauri and Gronhaug (2005, pp. 132) there are several type of interviews 

depended on the nature of data required and questions asked for research like Open-

ended, Structured, and Semi-structured. In open-ended questions, respondents asked to 

provide their own views on specific issues. The structured interview is used to collect 

data in neighbourhood studies and it more like a survey, while semi-structured inter-

view, mixed of above two types are used in which some questions same as survey and 

others are to contribute their own experiences. We adopted the semi-structured inter-

view technique for the primary data collection directly from the respondents.  Inter-

views could conduct via mostly three sources such as Interview by phone, mail and face 

to face interview (personal interview). These types are shown in the figure below.  

 

 

   

 

 

 

Figure 2: A Typology of Interviews, Source: (Ghauri & Gronhaug, 2005, pp. 132) 

2.6 Case Study 

This section comprised of our arguments about the case study approach as research 

strategy, case selection, case description of the selected companies; Panasonic and Tetra 

Pak, questionnaire formulation for the collection of primary data, and interview process; 

how it proceeded in the selected companies.  

 

Interviews 
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2.6.1 Research strategy 

It has great importance to know that not all resources are relevant to conduct research 

for all case studies; each case has been focusing on different circumstances, and oppor-

tunities for the collection of data (Yin, 1994). According to Yin (1994, 2003), explains 

five ways to conduct research in social science area such as experimentations, archival 

analysis, history, surveys, and lastly case study (Yin, 1994, 2003). 

We selected case study as research strategy, to conduct research in social science studies 

is the preeminent. However, it depends on three conditions at first, the kind of research 

question; ―how‖ and what type questions in focus, second, the researcher‘s control over 

behavioural events, and thirdly the main focus on current as opposed to historical phe-

nomenon. ―How‖ and ―what‖ type of questions leads towards the exploratory research 

approach (Yin, 2003, pp. 5). 

According to Yin (2003), multiple-case studies design might be preferred over single-

case design that has the possibility of direct replication. Analytic conclusions derived 

independently from these cases as with multiple data from different companies, would 

be more powerful than a single case. Secondly, context might vary for some extent. 

However, we can be achieved common conclusions from those cases (Yin, 2003). We 

want to conduct in depth investigations and case study as a research strategy very useful 

for this purpose.   

2.6.2 Case Selection 

There are large number of companies are working on the Green IT initiatives in their 

business strategies, business operations and want to save the community by achieving 

environmental sustainability and showing their preferences on corporate social respon-

sibility.  

Due to great number of Green IT companies working on Green IT Concept globally, it 

was nearly impossible to access all of them within limited time of this research. Top 10 

companies selected after studying their approaches to Green IT such as IKEA, Tetra 

Pak, Panasonic, Sony Ericsson, Cisco, Exido, Volvo, IT & Telekomföretagen, PWC, 

and GM.  

These companies met the selection criteria of their operations and approaches towards 

Green IT, mostly working globally. However, we made a random sampling out of 10 

companies and selected two of them.  The reason for selection was these companies like 

Panasonic changed their visions and strategy and announced that Panasonic will become 

No. 1 Green Innovation Company in the Electronics Industry until 2018. Tetra Pak also 

want to achieve their environmental sustainability target with preferences and introduc-

ing business processes environmental friendly.  
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2.6.3 Case Description 

We conduct study on two companies Tetra Pak (Pakistan), Panasonic (Sweden), for 

gathering information about three factors Green IT, Change Management and Organisa-

tional Culture.  

In our research, we focussed on Green IT Initiative in the organizations, how they 

communicated this initiative successfully into their organizations, what type of chal-

lenges they faced especially investigating change management and organizational cul-

ture role during this implementation for achieving environmental sustainability. To con-

duct research in Green IT discipline, we decided to work with Panasonic and Tetra Pak. 

The detailed description about these companies could found in the empirical findings 

chapter also.  

However, these companies are working on Green concepts in different ways for achiev-

ing environmental sustainability, and save the planet by using Green IT concept. Both 

companies are working and offering different eco and environmental friendly products 

to their customers, introducing green business processes, innovating new green solu-

tions, recyclable commodities, and sponsoring eco activities to save earth and become 

socially responsible.  

2.6.4 Questionnaire Formulation 

According to Ghauri and Gronhaug, (2005, pp. 126) the questionnaire in research is di-

rected by what information we need and who should be the respondent.  

The length of the questionnaire affected its response rate as Ghauri and Gronhaug, 

(2005, pp. 128) stated that shorter the questionnaire increased its chances that it will be 

fully completed with fast response. We consulted all factors, before construction of 

questionnaire, those are discussed by Ghauri and Gronhaug, (2005, pp.129-131) and 

these are as simple and concise language, brevity, specific; one question should dealing 

only one aspect, straight forwardness, appropriate design, right order, and neat and tidy 

layout with guidelines to fill the questionnaire. These factors will definitely affected the 

creditability and response rate in any research.   

We designed Questionnaire according to the research problem and purpose. The factors, 

which we have to consider in Green IT initiative in the organizations, are change man-

agement and organizational culture. The questionnaires have both types of questions, 

which have flexibility for respondents to share own experiences in open-ended ques-

tions and design their answers according to their views. In MCQs questions, they were 

limited to give specific answers as well to attain desired information exactly.  

2.6.5 How interviews performed 

The case study approach provides a few special procedures of collecting data, organiz-

ing and then analyzing it to collect systematic, comprehensive and in depth information 

for every case in focus for research. It provides the opportunities to the interviewees to 
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explain personal experiences in their own languages rather than provide the answers in 

researchers‘ languages (Yin, 1994). 

We investigated Green IT initiative in the organizations, what challenges faced during 

Green IT initiatives in change management and organizational culture. Interview by 

mail has been giving much flexibility to the respondents to answer the questions and 

share their experiences relevant to particular research problems. This technique also 

helps the interviewees for giving answers with full of freedom to express own views in 

open-ended questions. 

We have been chosen two approaches to conduct interviews from the selected respon-

dents Panasonic (Sweden) and Tetra Pak (Pakistan); these are Interview through emails 

and Telephonic Interview (Skype). In Telephonic Interview with Tetra Pak, the special 

focused has been given on respondents‘ language (Urdu) instead of English for the pur-

pose of getting most rich data and clarify the concepts.  

2.7 Research Creditability 

2.7.1 Reliability 

The general objectives of any study are to methodically contribute or interpret the exist-

ing theory. However, the study should be applicable and reliable, the process of gener-

alization of the results of study work, either single or multiple designs, is develop a the-

ory rather than to the population. Although, the multiple case study design made the re-

sults stronger by replication, thus, it increased confidence level in the research (Yin, 

1994). 

Our research, focussed on two cases (Tetra Pak & Panasonic), and data collected from 

these two cases by using semi-structured interviews.  We received answers from re-

spondents and analyzed this data before taking into study. This data is highly reliable, 

collected through interviews, and interviewees are holding responsible positions such as 

Assistant Manager of CFO (Chief Financial Officer), Human Resource Manager and 

Assistant Quality Managers in Tetra Pak (Pakistan) and Panasonic (Sweden). Thus, the 

interview data increased the reliability and creditability of this study. 

2.7.2 Internal Validity 

The Internal Validity of data bespeaks to the extent to assume that a cause-effect rela-

tionship should be existed between two or more variables. It means that the cause-effect 

relationship has been playing leading role in getting creditability of the research work 

and the findings of particular study‘s faithfulness approved by the internal validity. It is 

mostly used to prove the quantified data and also to evaluate qualitative data for some 

extent (Ghauri & Gronhaug, 2005, pp. 85).  

Internal validity mostly concerned with quantitative data, however, in our case study 

approach, it established the theoretical validity. We have designed the framework in our 

research, based on reliable concepts and theories.  Furthermore, we addressed internal 
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validity by presenting this framework with coherent descriptions, explanations, and 

showing the consistency with the aforementioned theory.  

2.7.3 External validity and Generalization 

As far as, the external validity concerned, it relates to the findings of the research to be 

generalized to what extent, in a particular setting, times, and particular circumstances 

(Ghauri & Gronhaug, 2005, pp. 86). 

Our research paper focused on multiple-case study design and results have cause effect 

relations for approve its internal validity. Our study is reliable and applicable, data col-

lected through reliable and creditable resources and also consulting with literature re-

view. The credibility could be approved when data evaluate by different resources for 

validity before it taken into research. We have not objectives to generalize the research 

results; findings are limited to particular companies.  

Furthermore, to achieve reliability and validity in this research, we have been used reli-

able sources and relevant literature that collected from the Jönköping University Library 

home page. These relevant data is belonged to Jönköping Library‘s Journal, research 

publication; DiVA, websites, Julia, Google scholar, and databases as well as consulta-

tion with Librarian to confirm how we can evaluate the validity of information related to 

our research from library sources. We have been analyzed all collected data and confirm 

its validity by using many ways before taking into consideration and adding to the re-

search.  

2.8 Summary 

For the fulfilment of the research purpose, we adopted Qualitative Research methods; 

case study used as research strategy, and makes semi-structured interview for data col-

lection, and interview performed through emails and Skype. These methods applied for 

designing the theoretical framework specific to our study.  

In the framework, theories partly gathered from the recognized authors within the sub-

jects of change management, organizational culture, green IT and environmental sus-

tainability. Furthermore, the subjects have been thoroughly investigated through the ref-

erences been used by those authors. To get advantage of other kind of resources, parts 

of the theories based on the recent articles published by companies, which are particu-

larly practicing and investigating on green IT as an IT consultant or technique provider. 

The companies are Cisco, IT & Telekomföretagen and PWC. Recognized academic 

search engines (Science Direct, Google Scholar, Julia) have also been used according to 

gather the theories. 
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3. Theoretical Framework 

This chapter present the theoretical framework that the method and analysis is built on. 

First general aspects and definitions of the main issues of this research, Change Man-

agement, Green IT and Organizational Culture are investigated and explained. These 

investigations are mainly based on the correlations between the three factors and focus 

more on the effects of them on each other in an organization. This structure has been 

chosen in order to give the reader a chance to evaluate Green IT and environmental 

sustainability besides change factors in an organizational culture from a broad set of 

principles, starting broad to get narrower.   

3.1 Change Management 

CM is a structured approach to shifting the organisational environment and social re-

sponsibilities from current business environment to future business environment. It calls 

change process to encourage the individualism and collectivism, (Hiatt, Jeff, 2002) 

To achieve the environmental sustainability, the role of Information Technology is nec-

essary with other aspects such as organisational culture, social responsibilities, organ-

isational structure, and technology and management development. All these concepts 

are part of the organisational behaviour to improve the organisational ability to bring 

change. Steven, H., et al. (2008) state that organisational behaviour is cram of knowl-

edge to interpret the relationship between employees, managements, organisational 

goals and social goals. However, according to this research, organisational behaviour is 

cram of learning to interpret distinct concepts (variables) organisational structure, man-

agement development and technology to focus on getting important knowledge for 

change management. The change management is used to capture all the factors inside 

the all above-mentioned concepts to achieve the environmental sustainability in the 

change process.  

Change Management can be defined as a process, which based on a Frame of particular 

factors that are involved to specific change in organisational environment and Business 

Environment. 

The change management has become a significant value of organisations for changing 

the current business and organisational environment. Change is not an easy task and 

management of change is other hard issue in the small and large organisations. (Peters 

A.H, 2006). Processes, technology, organisational structure, management development, 

Information Technology, and organisational culture have to change, when talk about the 

change in organisational function. Employees are not familiar with the new change and 

need training. The cost of each area is increased even the organisation does not know to 

get success. The executives and management hesitate to take steps to change the current 

environment of organisation and business. The organisational environment is more chal-

lenging than business environment. Organisations have to change the minds of employ-
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ees for new working environment and it is quite hard for humans to accept change in 

early stages. 

The change can be brought only through “planning the change and communication‖ 

among employees and customers who is going to work and buy the product. The litera-

ture bespeaks that change can only implemented through planning and communication. 

Before making the change plan, the communication among the employees of organisa-

tion is necessary to discuss the need of change. According to the Kotter (1996) if em-

ployees do not appreciate the importance of change, the change will not have sufficient 

response from employees and cannot get success in the market. Kotter suggests the way 

to take the change advantage, there is need to reduce the satisfaction level and to am-

plify the importance for change. In the change process, there should be clear vision be-

tween the current environment and future environment of organisations. (Peters A.H, 

2006) 

The strategy is necessary to achieve the planning of change. However, there should be a 

need of certain relationship for change. Strategy is all about to achieve the change for 

the organisational benefits. As the technology is changing the way of doing business 

and working style, the strategy of any plan is necessary to achieve the change. There-

fore, planning and strategy of change can be spoiled, the executives, management and 

business consultancy providers create the point that execution of strategy was blem-

ished. The statement may not have strength to prove that strategy was blemished. How-

ever, it is always precarious conjecture. The strategy and execution are two different ar-

eas for making effective strategies that facilitate to capture the markets and environ-

mental sustainability with the mainstay of organisational identity. The organisations 

must have own cultural ambience and usage of Information Technology according to 

the needs. It helps the organisations‘ ambitions in new ways (Stephen, J. WALL, 2005). 

When change is occurring, the organisations must to adopt the change according to the 

need. For this moment, the willingness is all about to adopt the change (Smith, Lees, 

Clymo, 2003). 

To improve the execution of strategy for achieving the planning, there is need a “proc-

ess” that considers all change factors. Craig M. Mcallaster (2004) adduces, process is a 

fundamental approach to manage all factors during the change. The process concept is 

using in many companies to manage organisational change for particular concept. Man-

agement cannot assess and diagnosis all factors that can be created problems to drive the 

change. However, management can handle the most important factors to drive the 

change. Craig M. (2004) (as cited in Lawson and Price (2003) adjudge four elements 

that are necessary to drive the change:   

 Management Development 

 Organisational Structure 

 Employees‘ Skill 
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 Employees support the change 

Gary Hird (2010) state technology is an important role for taking Green IT initiatives to 

achieve the environmental sustainability. Therefore, we need a change process, which 

handle all factors that are necessary for organisations for taking Green IT initiatives to 

achieve the environmental sustainability. The organisational relation with stakeholders 

and employees are also important to achieve Green IT initiatives. Organisations can be 

achieved social responsibilities by developing relationship with communities and socie-

ties.   

We propose change process to solve the issue of strategy execution to achieve environ-

mental sustainability by Green IT. The change process opens new way to work and 

analysis between different processes, this change process is based on the concepts, 

which Gary Hird, (2010) and other authors raised during the discussion on Green IT ini-

tiatives for organisations where organisations and communities work together to 

achieve environmental sustainability. Change process in Fig. 3 motivates organisations 

and communities for better understanding and bodes efforts. Information Technology 

has been involved in every field of business and communities. The purpose of this 

change process is to bring all factors together that help the organisations to adopt Green 

IT initiatives to achieve the environmental sustainability. The change process helps the 

organisations to share information between employees, stakeholders, managers and 

communities, role of IT and impact of organisational culture during the change. Organ-

isational behaviour variables include technology, organisational structure and manage-

ment development to protect the organisational culture and Information Technology to 

manage the change. The change process provides as a conceptual model for organisa-

tions to perform activities inside the organisation. Therefore, the change process is 

based on Communities, Societies/organisation, Information Technology, Organisational 

culture and Organisational behaviour for taking Green IT initiatives by organisations. It 

will help to manage the change for Green IT initiatives and information more efficiently 

in the organisations to provide clear view of change process.  
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Figure 3: Change Process 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Change Process 

The change process starts from the internal and external information of any organisation 

that collects from the communities and societies to bring change inside the organisation 

and in the employees and stakeholders‘ mind. The knowledge that is based on informa-

tion is the key of any organisation to bring change or adopt the change for particular 

purpose. The proper management of knowledge has become essential to bring the 

change. The other factors that are involved in the change process to achieve environ-

mental sustainability that is Information Technology, organisational culture and organ-

isational behaviour variables. The organisational behaviour variables are based on or-

ganisational structure, technology and management development. These variables have 

relation with IT and organisational culture during the change process to manage the 

change such as technology relation with IT, organisational structure with change man-

agement and management development with organisational culture. Therefore, all con-

cepts have relation to each other for taking Green IT initiatives to achieve environ-

mental sustainability. The discussion on each concept is next. 
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3.1.1 Communities and Societies 

The features of change process involve all the communities and societies to achieve en-

vironmental sustainability and future business such as face book, I Phone, tacit knowl-

edge transfer from communities and societies‘ mind to explicit knowledge, and explicit 

knowledge transfer to communities in the shape of technology. Communities and socie-

ties assist the organisations to bring social change. Without bringing social change, the 

organisations cannot achieve their targets. In general, the role of communities and socie-

ties is to deliver information for change. The organisations get the knowledge from in-

formation to develop change in the market. The use of information technology, organ-

isational culture, and organisational behaviour variables in change process discuss the 

need of organisation and people. The communities and societies are involved during the 

technology development. Communities and Societies are involved in change process to 

boost productivity, quality, image, environmental sustainability, and business processes. 

Society supports to develop new products. The society gets information from communi-

ties and matches the information with available internal information. The society con-

cludes the requirements from gathered information. The society checks the capacity (as-

sets and activities) including employees, knowledge, and available facilities of employ-

ees to compete with requirements (Greg Laudeman, 2003). 

When societies satisfy, they start to develop change based on technology, culture, and 

structure. Organisations compare the quality of change in shape of product, processes, 

environmental sustainability, and services before launching with available information 

they got from communities and societies. Then the change is accepted in the market, 

communities, and societies. The value of change process illustrates how organisational 

infrastructure and IT infrastructure works to get maximise values and return on in-

vestment that organisations invested during the project. It provides well-structured data 

that can help organisations to manage the knowledge. 

3.1.2 Management Development 

Peters A.H. (2006) did research on management development to bring change in the 

large South African bank. According to the employees of bank, the previous organisa-

tional and business units were operating successfully. They were not agreed to change 

the current units, when the technology and employees are working well. They were not 

agreed to change the current setup. This bespeaks that much employees were not in 

touch with market situation and the importance of new technology and structure. The 

technology and structure is the key of any organisation to adopt new ways of working. 

The result shows that employees were accepted the change is necessary, but confusion 

was remaining regarding the future success of organisation. The relation of management 

with employees and stakeholders is the key of bring change in the organisation, and to 

achieve the results of business. The change has sense, but the employees were far away 

from the change vision, strategy, structure and technology even the management of 

bank was not clear about the change especially the organisational strategy. These results 

found during the bank study. It suggests that employees should have awareness of or-
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ganisational need and the vision of the change. The employees cannot focus on custom-

ers and competitors without clear vision. Kotter (1999) describes the knowledge as es-

sential as the change and examines the market, and discussing the opportunities and cri-

ses with employees. 

This bespeaks that the management has fault to speak with employees. The study shows 

that change is always necessary to achieve the current business environment and envi-

ronmental sustainability. Due to environmental sustainability, the new concept Green IT 

is becoming famous for research and developing new processes and technology. Many 

employees are not familiar with Green IT. There is a need of management development 

in the organisations to introduce Green IT in the organisations and talk with employees 

and stakeholders. Senior management should to reduce the level of satisfaction by fre-

quently speaking about change and organisational needs (Thomas, 2003). This will help 

the organisations to achieve the environmental sustainability and future business vision. 

3.1.3 Organisational Structure 

Organisations are faced the problems right after the change or during the change may 

change the minds of employees and afraid for about future factors and variables. 

The innermost challenge is to make design that helps the organisations to adopt the 

change without changing the structure or with little change. The other task is to divide 

the departments of organisations into manageable way that reduce the time during 

communication, projects and solving issues among the departments. The response from 

departments should be quick (Rivkin and Siggelkow, 2003). To enable the organisations 

for change is to provide speedy response to environmental sustainability (Sy & Cote, 

2004) and among processes. The solution of addressing the design challenge can solve 

by using matrix (structure) and cross-functional teams (Steven, Jean, André, Marcello, 

Raffaele, Victoria, 2008). 

The main challenge is to use these structures to enhance the communication level 

among departments and between managers, and employees. As we saw in the manage-

ment development, there is a need of better communication level between management, 

stakeholders and employees. The other challenges are aggregation of technology, In-

formation Technology and cultural impacts for achieving the environmental sustainabil-

ity and enhancing the value of processes. The cross-functional teams are necessary dur-

ing the project management, gathering client requirements and change management to 

fulfil the needs of organisations. (McCollum, Sherman, 1991) 

The research shows that matrix (structure) is an essential to improve the quality of or-

ganisational alignment among distinct areas and CEOs prefer to adopt the matrix to bal-

ance the weakness, problems and faults (Sy and D'Annunzio, 2005) in connecting the 

IT, Organisational culture, internal and external information into knowledge and organ-

isational behaviour factors to develop better change. 
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 Matrix (structure) is adopted by three primary reasons belonging to this research: 

 To achieve the multiple tasks of change management 

 To achieve the multiple organisational goals 

 To make possible of better communication between employees, management and 

stakeholders, and better alignment among the departments 

As organizations need change to achieve the organisational and business environments 

for environmental sustainability, they need to focus on management, roles and responsi-

bilities described above must adopt with better management. Furthermore, organiza-

tional structure change, the way of working, communication, culture especially create 

new challenge to achieve the goal (Green IT for environmental sustainability), to be 

confer next. 

3.2 Green IT 

The use of IT has exploded within years and to facilitate IT in different areas is cur-

rently inevitable to make life easier and more qualified. However, usage of IT has been 

a major reason for environmental pollution. Computers, PCs and other IT-

infrastructures consume huge amount of electricity; Furthermore IT hardware causes 

significant problems to the climate both during production and disposal processes. 

Electricity is the major cause of environmental loads by consuming coal or oil to gener-

ate it. These emissions pollute the nature by releasing carbon dioxide, pollutants and 

sulphur into the atmosphere. By increasing the accumulation of greenhouse gases, the 

world‘s climate and weather patterns are changing rapidly, which results in making 

droughts in some countries and floods in others. Besides by slowly increasing global 

temperature, the whole world is faced by serious problems. Accordingly, to decrease the 

electricity consumption is the most important factor to survive the environment. The 

fact is that IT plays two different roles according to environment: IT as a polluter in one 

side; and as an environmental survivor in the other side. 

3.2.1 Environmental Impacts of IT 

The entire life of a computer from birth to death besides recycling contributes to envi-

ronmental loads. Computer manufactures consume electricity, water, raw materials and 

produce hazardous disposal. This tragedy is followed by huge amount of electrical en-

ergy consumption by computers, servers, and monitors, cooling systems and data com-

munications equipments in data centres. Each PC in use generates about a ton of carbon 

dioxide every year (San Murugesan, 2008). Moreover, computer components contain 

toxic materials, which end up in landfills and pollute the earth and water. 
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3.2.2 IT as an environmental survivor 

IT solutions already contributing to reduce the need for business travel, collaborative 

tools that make working from home possible, and innovations that reduce carbon foot-

print of business infrastructure and increase operational efficiency
4
. In fact, green 

awareness has been recently a way of life for lots of organizations around the world and 

innovation in environmental sustainable IT is the key factor to success in the future. 

3.2.3 Green IT: definition 

Different writers and organizations have different definitions for green IT. San Muruge-

san has a comprehensive definition for Green IT in his article ‗‘Harnessing Green IT: 

Principles and Practices‘‘. Green IT refers to environmentally sound IT: it‘s the study 

and practice of designing, manufacturing, using, and disposing of computers, servers, 

and associated subsystems efficiently and effectively with minimal or no impact on the 

environment. According to him, Green IT also strives to achieve economic viability and 

improved system performance and use, while abiding by our social and ethical respon-

sibilities. 

Based on an interview with Atea- a company based in Sweden that provides consul-

tancy in areas of management, maintenance and development of IT-infrastructures- 

made by Younas Negasi and Rodrigo Puelmahad for their thesis project. Green IT is de-

fined as ‗‘products and solutions, which are environmental-friendly, processes and rou-

tines within IT which focus on the environment and IT-solutions which contribute to a 

more environmental-friendly organization‘‘ (Maria Lindås, 2008). 

Defined by Gary Hird (2010), Green IT is a collection of strategic and tactical initiatives 

which either: 

 Directly reduce the ‗carbon footprint‘ of the organization‘s computing operation; 

 Use the services of IT to help reduce the organization‘s overall carbon footprint; 

 Incentivize and support greener behaviour by the organization‘s employees, custom-

ers and suppliers; 

 Ensure the sustainability of the resources used by IT. 

To sum up, Green IT is a socio-technical system that focuses on environmental sustain-

ability, green methodology and metrics, renewable energy sources, power management, 

disposal and recycling, server virtualization and energy-efficient computing. It also cov-

ers financial benefits through IT operations, which achieve better energy efficiency con-

cerning green initiatives 

 

                                                 
4
 The data can be retrieved from Cisco website Source: https://learningnetwork.cisco.com/index.jspa 

https://learningnetwork.cisco.com/index.jspa
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3.2.4 Green IT’s initiatives in an organization 

The environmental issues and climate change impact IT business and its interrelated 

competitive landscape in many ways. Nowadays, the enterprises with the technology 

and view that produce services and products aligned with environmental issues will 

benefit a competitive edge. One of the most desired reasons to act this way is to reduce 

overall energy costs in an organization. Other motivations may include a desire to im-

prove customer confidence in the company‘s products or services, satisfying share-

holders, meeting regulatory obligations or avoiding costs because of the environmental 

impact of the company‘s action (Gary Hird, 2010). Reputation and media attention is 

the other fact that inspires companies to gain competitive advantages by being labelled 

as a green organization. 

Apart from the inspirations, there is need for cultural change towards a company policy 

that integrates green initiatives into its activities. Here pops out the issue of change 

management assisting to adapt whole organization to the technical and social changes. 

This means to find ways of reducing the overall carbon footprint by considering every 

kind of energy usage (transportation, buildings, manufacturing, logistics, IT and home 

working) in an organization. The organizations are aware of this fact that to establish 

Green IT concept in their system, they must modify or abolish many old and familiar 

ways of doing things and discover new methods (San Murugesan, 2008). These changes 

involve both technical and social solutions in an organization. Analyzing and giving so-

lutions to the environmental challenge to the CIO, Cisco provides some solutions as be-

low (Cisco Public Information, 2008): 

 Virtualization of resources 

 Centralizing branch office IT 

 Changing business behaviour and processes 

 Collapsing appliances into the network 

 Remote access to specialist skills 

 Better buildings management 

Related to the purpose of this research study, we are interested to focus more on chang-

ing business processes regarding to green IT initiatives. 

Fostering employees engagement to green IT  

Environmental awareness is spreading rapidly among employees both inside and out-

sides of IT department. However their reactions towards the upcoming changes can be 

different. One of the best ways to engage employees into the green IT concept and the 

related practices is to let them to be creative at this area. Staff concerns can be chan-

nelled into a productive reservoir of shared ideas with encouragement from senior ex-
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ecutives (Cisco Public Information, 2008). Furthermore the ideas from IT staff that sug-

gesting new ways to cut energy consumption should be mobilized. Staff engagement on 

environmental issues remains a key factor in workplace efficiency and when companies 

take on the challenge of encouraging good environmental practice, then employees, 

their families and community will benefit (Gary Hird, 2010). 

The challenge to suppliers 

Green technology has recently begun to facilitate efficiencies in the supply chain 

(manufacturing, transport and distribution) that eventually reduce the energy consump-

tion. Communication and sharing information is also helpful at this point. The compa-

nies will benefit by informing their IT suppliers about what they expect of them as sup-

pliers and also providing them with the ideas about how they can help the organizations 

to meet their objectives. In contrast, the suppliers clarify the ways they are doing to en-

able/support green IT in software, hardware and services they supply. 

Customer satisfaction 

Since few years ago, there have been many successful IT practices taken by organiza-

tions, which stimulated their customers to work with IT services. In instance the e-

services of banks raised dramatically during these years. The product sellers have also 

put well effort to convince their customers to buy on-line. These collaborations help 

significantly to cut unnecessary travels and save oil, reduce traffics and respectively 

carbon production. Ryan Wiser and Steven Pickle, 1997, highlight two important impli-

cations to an organization when trying to adapt the customers to its IT practices: 

Urge or require longer-term customer commitments: By establishing a longer-term 

commitment, repetition is reduced and the opportunities to ―learn‖ to free ride are di-

minished. 

Emphasize customer retention via ongoing communication and special rewards: For ex-

ample if a customer chooses a ‗‘green‘‘ power, reward him/her with a month free usage 

of electricity. 

3.3 Organization Culture
5
 

It relates to specific collection of values and norms, which are shared by groups as well 

as individuals in an organization. Furthermore, it control the way they interact mutually 

with each other, stakeholders and customers. Organizational values are beliefs, ideas 

about what type of objectives, members of an organization should be pursued and the 

ideas about the suitable standards of behaviour the organizational members should have 

to use for achieve these goals (Hill and Jones, 2001, Steven H. Appelbaum et al, 2008). 

                                                 
5
 The theories under the heading of Organization Culture might be influenced for some extent by another 

research work written by one of the co-author of this study paper. 
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The advancement in communication, leads to develop the globalization process and in-

crease the involvement of multi-cultural groups in change process of organizations. In-

dividuals as well as groups belonging to different national and racial backgrounds have 

to work closely in groups in most multinational firms. The differences in cultures are 

creating big hurdles for the organizations to handle during ant change process. These 

multinational groups have related to different cultural, traditional and management 

styles and becoming great challenges in the success of any global organization. All 

firms are using different strategies to overcome such issues for the successful achieve-

ment of business goals. In addition, every organization has its own ways, procedures, 

values, norms and beliefs to behave within and our side the organizations that represent 

its organizational culture.  

3.3.1 Types of Organization Culture 

The organizational culture can be categorized into four categories. These are as Control, 

Compete, Collaborate, and create.   

CONTROL (HIERARCHY): In the hierarchical organizations shared similarities with 

the conventional for instance, bureaucratic corporation. Same as in the values matrix, 

they are defined by stability and control as well as integration and internal focus. They 

value control, standardization, and a well-defined structure for authority and decision 

making. The effective leaders in this type of cultures are those that can coordinate, or-

ganize, and monitor processes and employees for instance, McDonald‘s, and Govern-

ment agencies (Bruce M. Tharp, 2009). 

In this stereotype culture employees‘ behaviour is governed by formal rules and stan-

dard operating procedures, and coordination is achieved through hierarchical reporting 

relationships, Focuses on predictability, efficiency, and stability, Tasks, responsibilities, 

and authority clearly spelled out. The approach is Internal Focus (Bruce M. Tharp, 

2009). 

Compete (Market): The companies in this approach are similar to the Control (hierar-

chy) in that they value control and stability. However, they have external orientation in-

stead of an inward focus and they value differentiation over integration. This happen 

due to global competitive challenges those forced all organizations to search for a more 

effective business approach. With the outward focus of Compete (market) organizations 

are mainly focused on relationships—more particularly, transactions—with suppliers, 

customers, unions, legislators contractors, and consultants (Bruce M. Tharp, 2009). 

They mainly focus on norms and values that reflect the importance of attaining demand-

ing and measureable goals, specifically market based and financial such as sales growth, 

profitability, and market share. Hard driving competitiveness dominates, Profits orienta-

tion and quantifiable performance goals prevail, Minimal informal social pressure on 

members, Superior interactions with subordinates focus on performance-reward (eco-

nomic) agreement and resource allocations (Bruce M. Tharp, 2009). 
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COLLABORATE (CLAN): It similar to Control (hierarchy) in the values matrix and 

there is an inward focus specifically concern for integration. However, in the Collabo-

rate (clan) the mainly emphasize on flexibility and discretion rather than the stability 

and control of Control (hierarchy) and Compete (market) organizations (Bruce M. 

Tharp, 2009). 

The employees‘ behaviours are shaped by tradition, loyalty, personal commitment, ex-

tensive socialization, and self-management, Formal rules and procedures minimized, 

high sense of member obligation and identity to the organization Formal rules and pro-

cedures minimized Mentors and role models, with internal focus (Bruce M. Tharp, 

2009). 

CREATE (ADHOCRACY): It is similar to Collaborate (clan) in the values matrix in 

which emphasize on flexibility and discretion. It does not share the same inward focus 

but they are more like a Create (adhocracy) in the external focus and main concern for 

differentiation. With the advancement of the Information Age, a new approach devel-

oped to deal with the fast-paced and volatile business environment. Social, economic, 

and technological changes made older corporate attitudes and tactics less efficient 

(Bruce M. Tharp, 2009). 

External focus and flexibility create an environment that encourages risk taking, dyna-

mism, and creativity, innovation, Commitment to experimentation, and being on the 

leading edge, Creates change and quickly reacts to change, Individual initiative, flexibil-

ity, and freedom seen as fostering growth, Encouraged and rewarded (Bruce M. Tharp, 

2009). 

Sub Cultures 

Sub culture created and developed by specific departments, divisions and some man-

agement groups such as top management (CEO, presidents), middle managers, and shop 

floor level managers in which norms, values, and assumptions are shared by specific 

group as discussed above rather than to everyone in the organization. Departments and 

divisions have their own sub-cultures in the organization. The Mangers and other de-

partment leaders Who know personal milestones, such as birthdays and employment 

anniversaries; hold public celebrations for professional achievements; and listen to their 

employees and recognize the efforts they put into work, Geographical Base, Profes-

sional Base (Bruce M. Tharp, 2009). 

3.3.2 Cultural Artefacts 

The organizational culture created big challenges for the management team, when ig-

noring the culture artefacts in the change process. The cultural artefacts consist of sagas, 

myths, language systems and metaphors, rituals, symbols, norms, values, interior and 

exterior design, and equipment. It is obligatory to take into consideration the old arte-

facts that are going very well and playing a key role in the success of continuing the 

strategies. In contrast, when introducing and executing new strategies like Green IT 
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concept, you must create new cultural artefacts to attain the success because old cultural 

artefacts support the old strategies not the new one. Managers or strategists have to 

manage different number of factors at the moment of executing some strategy. The most 

important factor is the organizational culture. Strategists must manage successfully or-

ganizational culture, and cultural artefacts to get the fruits of strategies and achieve the 

desired business objectives (Higgins, 2004). 

3.3.3 Successful Management of Organization Culture 

To manage the organization cultural in the change processes have great needs for inte-

gration (Robin, 2001) across functions and division at the local level of organization 

with the strong local management. ―The key to success in the global economy is for 

companies to behave in a more integrated fashion to tap the collaborative advantage that 

comes from being able to use all their resources and being able to work across bounda-

ries. That means becoming knowledgeable about local needs, skilful at managing local 

changes, and expert at forging cross-boundary relationships and doing this in many 

places at the same time with a global, or holistic, strategy in mind.‖ (Rosabeth M. 

Kanter, 1998) 

Role of Leadership 

Leadership at any of three levels, Top management, Middle managers and shop floor or 

blue collar have been playing a model role in managing the organizational culture in the 

change process. Managers should have taken strong personal stands at any time of tak-

ing decision to take the organization forward and control the cultural differences. In dif-

ferent national cultures, like Asian Countries, employees are waiting the management 

decision because they have not authority to take personal decision. 

Training Programs 

Training provides us the best alternative to deal with the issues of organizational culture 

when conducting Green IT in the organizations. Basically two types of training are nec-

essary (a) Awareness Training (b) Skills Building Training. 

Awareness Training: The basic purpose of such training is to provide the self awareness 

to employees about the national and corporate culture, and train them how to behave in 

the organizations. 

Skill Building Training: It has great importance to educate the employees how to be-

have at the workplace and what is the organizational culture of the specific firm. The 

training should be as an on-going education process and not limited to a short seminar 

(Taylor H. Cox, 1991). 

Involvement of Employees in Decision Process 

The involvements of employees in decision making meetings are also playing a key role 

to overcome the organizational cultural issues in change process. When employees 
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know their importance and value for the organization, they automatically change their 

behaviours and cooperate to control the issues. The business strategies and policies have 

been implemented immediately and business goals achieved within minimum time and 

maximum outcome. 

3.3.4 The Brager & Holloway’s cultural change model 

The Brager & Holloway‘s cultural change model explains in detail how the change 

process occurs in the organizations. This provides us the basic idea how we can handle 

change process successfully during introducing and implementing Green IT in our or-

ganizations. The model consists of following four stages. 

Pre-initiation: In the first stage create a climate of firm‘s receptivity and the main objec-

tives are to improve the actual position of change agent in the firm by in-creasing the 

social resources and raise the awareness and dissatisfaction about the problems con-

nected to the change goals. 

Initiation: In the second stage change is properly introduced by focusing on three basic 

objectives, to overcome on critical actors, to construct coalitions, and deactivate the op-

position. 

Implementation: The third stage is implementation of change in which specific actions 

and practical steps adopted with the involvement of change agents. 

Institutionalization: In the fourth stage change is integrated with the organizational 

strategies and continues according to the organizational values and demands (Brager 

and Holloway, 1978). These four stages are shown in the figure below. 

 

Figure 4: Cultural Change Model, Source:  (Brager & Holloway’s cultural change model-1978) 
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3.3.5  Summary 

Theoretical framework is designed in order to explain the theories related to the purpose 

and problem of the research. The selected theories have been undergone an analytic 

process before taking into account for their validity, reliability and relevancy for the 

study. The qualitative research philosophy, exploratory research design and case study 

as research strategy applied for exploring theories in this research. This chapter provides 

us theoretical exploration to focus on Green IT initiatives in the organizations, how 

change management handled such situations and how organization culture playing its 

vital role in the whole change management process.   

Theories played a guiding role in our thesis in conducting analysis and draw the conclu-

sions and designing framework. In the following chapter, empirical findings discussed 

after taking into consideration interviews from the respondents.  
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4 Empirical Findings 

In this chapter, we presented two case studies that provide information about practical 

execution of Green IT initiatives, each case presented with general information about 

the company overview and their business segment, the findings are derived by Inter-

views conducted at these companies. 

4.1 The Case of Panasonic 

4.1.1 Company Overview 

Corporate Profile 

Panasonic founded in March, 1918 (incorporated in December, 1935) with the name of 

―Panasonic Corporation‖ in Osaka, Japan and now operated globally. The current presi-

dent of Panasonic is Fumio Ohtsubo; current net sale is 8,692.7 billion yen. The number 

of employees is 384,586, and set of 680 companies (according to the information up-

dated March 31, 2010, in the Annual report 2010). Since its inception, Panasonic had 

been governed by its fundamental management philosophy that explored its mission to 

contribute towards progress and development of society and the well-being of people 

worldwide through its commerce activities (Panasonic, 2011). 

Business Segments 

Panasonic has been comprised of different business companies, ―from AV to home ap-

pliances, to industrial solutions and other consumer electronic products.‖ Every com-

pany under the control of Panasonic has its own distinct production, R&D, and sales 

functions, which provides products at satisfaction levels to consumer globally. Pana-

sonic‘s sub companies are as Digital AVC Networks, Home Appliances, PEW & Pana-

Home, Components and Devices, and SANYO (Panasonic, 2011). 

 AVC Networks Company offered and focussed on 3 products, "SD card related 

products" "DVD related products" and "Digital TV related products" as Panasonic 

core strategy (Panasonic, 2011). 

 Home Appliances Group developed environmentally friendly products, which meet 

customer needs such as Laundry Systems, IH Cooking Equipment, Refrigerator, 

Vacuum Cleaner, Cooking Appliances, Microwave Oven, Air-Conditioner, Hygiene 

Toilet Seat & Heating Equipment, Refrigeration Devices, Vending Machines and 

Information Devices (Panasonic, 2011). 

 ―SANYO Electric offers safe and high-quality products and services‖ to customers 

such as Photovoltaic system, virus washer, Rechargeable battery, Digital camera, 

Projector, and HEV (Panasonic, 2011). 

Panasonic Vision: Green Revolution  

The Company aims and vision have been redeveloped to ―becomes the No. 1 Green In-

novation Company in the Electronics Industry‘ by making the ‗environment‘ central to 

all its business activities and bringing about innovation.‖ This mission further clarified 
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in ―ideas for life‖; contribute to the future of the earth and the development of society 

(Panasonic, 2011).  

 

Figure 5: Green Revolution by Panasonic, Source: (Panasonic, 2011) 

There are two major aims to become No. 1 Green Innovation Company; increase profit-

ability based on growth, and enhance contribution to the environment. The company is 

promoting ―Green Revolution‖ for the next generation through these two innovations 

(Panasonic, 2011). 

Green Life Innovation 

Panasonic will offer green living to the people globally with a sense of security, com-

fort, and enjoy in a sustainable means. For instance,  

 ―Living with virtually zero CO2 emissions for the entire home and building. 

 Living surrounded by recycling-oriented products. 

 Living which sees the evolution and spread of eco cars. 

Panasonic will realize this green life style by creating innovative products, businesses, 

and services one after the other, and offer globally‖ (Panasonic, 2011). 

Green Business Innovation 

Panasonic is working on the idea that the perfect goal of a manufacturer is to compre-

hend Zero time, Zero cost, and Zero inventory, where Zero represents the ideal situa-

tion, and their aim is to get this ideal. The Panasonic trying to add ‗zero emissions,‘ 

which means zero emissions of CO2 and other wastes also considered as well (Pana-

sonic, 2011). For instance, 

 ―Minimize the amount of CO2 emissions throughout the entire business process. 

 We will implement recycling-oriented manufacturing, which generates minimum 

waste (Panasonic, 2011).‖ 
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4.1.2 Interviews at Panasonic 

For the primary data collection, we approached the Panasonic by sending some emails 

to Panasonic regional office at Malmö Sweden and contacted them through telephone to 

follow up the emails for response. After discussion with information Managers, they 

agree to co-operate with us for the purpose of thesis.  They provided the company‘s 

documents related to their Green initiatives, sponsored projects in the field of environ-

ment consciousness; Project Group Hamburg-European Green Capital 2011, eco ideas 

report 2010, and annual report 2010 of the company‘s environmental activities.   

The semi-structured questionnaire (see appendix 1 Questionnaire) posted by mail on 

Friday, 6
th

 May 2011 to Assistant Quality Manager and Human Resource Manager. The 

one answered questionnaire received back on Friday 13
th

 May 2011, and other Tuesday 

17
th

 May 2011. The telephonic interview was conducted on Friday 13
th

 May 2011 from 

Assistant Quality Manager and 30 minutes long.  

The researcher promise in Questionnaire, sent for Interview, (see appendix 1: Guide-

lines in Questionnaire) treated the information anonymously, and not disclosed the re-

spondents name in the research.  

4.1.3 Green Initiative by Panasonic  

The data presented in this section, collected through the interviews with Panasonic. The 

answers received from Interviewees (HR Manger & Assistant Quality Manager, Pana-

sonic), showing their response on such factors regarding the Green Initiative by Green 

Revolution, and implementation & communication of new visions throughout different 

organization levels successfully. The answers from Interviewees attached below in ap-

pendix 2 and 3.  

We asked several questions in the Interview as designed semi-structured Questionnaire 

(see section 2.6.4, Questionnaire Formulation) and received nearly the same answers in 

both emails interviews as attached, appendix 2 and 3. The main answers from both 

questionnaires (answered by HR Manager (HRM) & Assistant Quality Manager 

(AQM)) discussed in this section. In the MCQs part, they responded technological 

change is necessary element to achieve the desired green goals; they are working on 

minimizing CO2 emission by introducing different business solutions such as green 

houses, green businesses, green life style and green business styles. These are their gen-

eral approaches to achieve environmental sustainability in Panasonic.   

In open-ended questions the Assistant Quality Manager (AQM) described his answers 

as attached Appendix 2. We have been discussed some answers in his own words for an 

example.  What are they doing to enable/support green IT in hardware/software in your 

organization? 

AQM said, ―We are working on Green Life Innovation & Green Business Innovation 

and promoting new environmental conscious products with zero CO2 emissions, intro-

ducing new software programs that save energy, using and supporting new approach of 

Green Businesses.‖ 
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What kind of challenges the management team of your company is facing by introduc-

ing Green IT concepts in your organization? How they handle the cultural challenges of 

the organization during the change process? 

Assistant Quality Manager replied as  

 ―Eco ideas for lifestyles and business-styles communicated throughout organization 

and implemented as a vision and business policy,  

 Traditional management & business approaches are major challenges and need to 

change the vision of stakeholders, 

 Instigated awareness about environmentally and socially responsible‖ 

Does your organization have a strategy/policy to ‗‘greener‘‘ IT and how do you take ini-

tiative on it? 

He explained his views as ―Panasonic eco ideas for lifestyles and business-styles im-

plemented in whole Panasonic Community, Panasonic Eco Relay; Eco Activities by 

200,000 People in 39 Countries and Regions also good start of Panasonic towards 

greening, also visit Panasonic eco ideas website with great number of examples and 

other eco activities.‖ 

Furthermore, the managers in Panasonic are aware the importance of Green Initiative 

and adopting many steps to achieve the environmental sustainability. They are working 

continuously on developing new eco solution and introducing new environmental con-

scious products in the market. The interview answers are showing their concern about 

‗eco ideas‘ and Green Revolution in Panasonic that is to become No1 Green Innovation 

Company in Electronic industry till 2018. This approach reflects in Panasonic vision 

and business strategy to handle the environmental sustainability.  

Environmental Activities 

The third interview conducted through Skype with HR Manager.  The interview was di-

vided in two parts; first part was introducing the ideas, steps and achievements of Pana-

sonic for Green IT Initiative, environmental sustainability and their vision to become to 

No. 1 Green Innovation Company, and second part discussed the factors, challenges for 

the implementation of such approaches in the organization 

We have discussed various issues such as Green Initiative, change management in 

Panasonic, and factors that created big challenges for the management to introduce such 

new concepts in the organization. He quoted Panasonic ‗eco ideas‘ Declaration to start 

discussion vision, which is as ―to become No.1 Green Innovation Company in electron-

ics industry with a global perspective through promoting environmental activities” 

Panasonic has redeveloped their visions and strategy in order to achieve environmental 

sustainability. The company changed its business approach and introduced environ-

mental action plan that leads the environmental activities.  Environmental Action Plan 

2018 to become the No.1 Green Innovation Company in the electronic industry contin-

ues to reach goals, but the company fixed some targets for every year to measure their 
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performance for the final objectives. In 2010 & 2011, they pick up 30 main electronic 

products like DVDs, TVs etc and redeveloped according to their green missions. The 

other main step of the company is introduced Environmental Governance program to 

reduce CO2 emission in business process and other activities gradually and they suc-

ceed the fixed targets. The HRM said the above discussed data can be found in our 

company website under different headings (Panasonic, 2011). 

In addition, Panasonic has been involved in supporting and managing many eco projects 

globally to support the environmental activities on the planet. The detailed information 

about these projects, you can access in our electronic data base. These activities are 

managing with the name of ‗eco ideas‘ globally; there are some examples of ‗eco ideas‘ 

Partnership with WWF, ‗eco ideas‘ Factory, ‗eco ideas‘ House, Recycling Facility, 

‗Lights-out‘ Campaign, Tree-Planting Activities, Modal Transportation Shift and Pana-

sonic Eco Relay (Panasonic, 2011). 

In another question to achieve environmental sustainability, HRM replied, the Company 

collected data on costs by its environmental conservation globally and economic advan-

tages obtained through its environmental activities, in order to generated or controlled 

environmental impact. This type of data is internally utilized and helpful as basic 

knowledge for continuing environmental sustainability management in Panasonic.  

When we asked to HRM, about their criteria of selection of suppliers to achieve green 

IT initiatives, he replied, Panasonic has Procurement Policy, which clearly stated the se-

lection criteria of suppliers and as follow ―To evaluate and select the best suppliers in a 

fair manner, Panasonic has adopted the following criteria. 

1.   Assurance of required product quality and safety 

2.   Competitive pricing 

3.   Fulfilment of on-time delivery 

4.   IT-oriented responsiveness to changes 

5.   Advanced technology and development capability 

6.   Stable operation infrastructure 

7.   Environmental consciousness 

8.   Compliance 

9.   Information security 

10. Respecting human rights and the health and safety of labour‖ (Panasonic, 2011) 

The HRM manager further explained Panasonic’s eco factory contribution for envi-

ronment by introducing eco showroom in Japan in its list of existing eco facilities. This 

specific ―eco showroom by the Kasugai Business unit of Panasonic Eco Systems Com-

pany tackles the problem of energy savings within a factory by making eco initiatives 

and research visible and easy to understand, utilizing data from actual production and 

equipment in operation as demonstrations‖ (Panasonic, 2011). 
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In the second part as we discussed above, our mainly focus was Panasonic‘s approach 

regarding change management and organizational culture. The discussion in this part 

was quite interesting about the challenges in Green Initiatives, the HRM said, ―Organ-

izational behaviours and corporate culture are major challenges in such initiatives.  

However, we cannot ignore the cultural artefact, we have to introduce new artefact that 

support our new initiative rather than to focus on old cultural artefacts.‖ 

We asked question as how they train and teach the staff to become environmental con-

scious and develop awareness and readiness to adopt Green Imitative? 

The HRM Manager said, they educated the employees to provide training and aware-

ness, how they become environmental conscious. The company have been designed a 

program with the name of ―Environmental education to staff‖. He further explained 

that Panasonic knows the importance of education that inspires people to carry out eco 

activities. This program designed in such a way by focussed on specialized and general 

programs according to the positions and expertise of the staff.    

4.2 The Case of Tetra Pak 

Introduction 

Dr Ruben Rausing found Tetra Pak in 1951 for milk packaging with new system. In 

1943, the idea was developed for milk packaging with the use of minimum material and 

keep high satisfaction for customers. Tetra Pak also kept in mind; the packaging level 

provides maximum hygiene. However, Tetra Pak AB found by Ruben Rausing in 1951 

Lund as a subsidiary of Åkerlund & Rausing with novel ideas that transformed the milk 

packaging.  However, the major change in Tetra Pak came, when Wallenberg intro-

duced dazzling idea of ―tetrahedral packaging‖, but Harry Järund introduced the con-

ceptual basis machine design (Tetra Pak, 2011). 

Continue for getting success, Ruben Rausing always in touch with world community for 

opening milk packaging factories in distinct countries. In 1982, Ruben Rausing estab-

lished the new plant of Tetra Pak (Pakistan), which was discovered in 1968 joint ven-

ture with Ali group of Pakistan known as Packages Limited ―for liquid food packaging 

and to market Tetra Pak packaging equipment‖ (Packages Limited, Pakistan). 

Environmental sustainability is an important element of policy and taking actions 

through environmental partners, training programs and adopting new technologies. 61 

years ago, the founder Dr Ruben Rausing expressed the idea with excellent words: ―A 

package should save more than it costs‖. These words are appropriate today as it was. It 

is drilled today, the current President and CEO Dennis Jönsson of Tetra Pak Group: 

―Success in business is more than just achieving financial goals; it is also about sustain-

able growth and protecting the environment‖. Therefore, it has been become the com-

pany motto, ―PROTECTS WHAT‘S GOOD‖ (Tetra Pak, 2011). 
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Interviews at Tetra Pak 

Unfortunately, the environmental team is busy in making the report (2010, 2011) and 

future policies with the Tetra Pak Lund office.  However, we conducted interview with 

the Assistant Manager of CFO (Chief Financial Officer) at Tetra Pak (Pakistan), who is 

also involved with environmental team from the finance department. The first interview 

was taken by e-mail. The questionnaires were sent on Saturday 7 May, 2011and re-

ceived on Friday, 13 May 2011. The second interview was taken through Skype around 

25 minutes on 16 May 2011.  

The Assistant Manager expressed that environmental sustainability is handled in the 

company at both executive and management level. It has been become a necessary need 

of the organisation. This is in favour of the organisation in two ways. At first, it sup-

ports to reduce the cost and energy, and secondly, it makes the environment green. The 

need of the environment sustainability has been become necessary for all countries es-

pecially the third world countries, where the people are not aware to keep the environ-

ment green. In Tetra Pak (Pakistan), the environment studies started along the Tetra Pak 

Sweden and become the partner of WWF (Pakistan) in 2006. Tetra Pak (Pakistan) is 

working with Tetra Pak office Lund, Sweden for making policies, planning and strategy 

of business and environment. The relationship was developed with WWF when the 

company took notice that business objectives has not been aligning with environmental 

objectives. This is the same case in all Tetra Pak companies round the world. 

Assistant manager of Finance referred us some document during the interview to get 

more information about Tetra Pak‘s environmental policies. According to the provided 

data, we discussed about all concepts that are related to this research. The discussion of 

interviews result is next. 

Discussion of Interviews Result 

In the first session, we discussed the role of community and societies for environment 

sustainability. In Pakistan, Tetra Pak is spreading the awareness in the communities and 

societies to bring social change by arranging distinct campaigns and advertisement on 

TV and newspaper. The most famous campaigns are Dabloo Story for awareness of 4R 

Reuse, Recycling, Responsible and Reduce with lyrics, Nature Carnival, Jungle Meals, 

Green Day, and Indus Walk for water consumption and Proud Pakistanis Recycle. Tetra 

Pak is always keeps in touch with its partners, stakeholders (customers and suppliers) 

and employees (News Flash, Pakistan). 

In the second part of the interview, we discussed the role of Information Technology for 

making environment save from pollution. The interviewee discussed in detail about the 

technology and IT. According to the interviewee, Tetra Pak has internal system for han-

dling the environment through technology and IT. The company could not share all 

knowledge due to policies. However, he discussed some important information that is 

helpful for learning point of view. Tetra Pak is using the latest Oracle‘s less energy con-

sumption servers (SPARC T-Series Servers for Energy Efficiency). Tetra Pak has in-

stalled distinct software for monitoring the energy consumption, CO2 calculator (avail-
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able on Tetra Pak website globally), marketing, finance and human resource. The com-

pany contact with the employees through intranet model to make sure that employees 

are taking interest in the work and involvement in the system. In the new factory that 

has been established near Lahore. To reduce the carbon footprints and energy consump-

tion, Tetra Pak is using alternatives (wind wheel power, solar power) energy. Nowa-

days, the company is looking to reduce the cost of Information Technology especially 

for the server rooms. As the company has much sites round the country, they are invest-

ing high cost for establishing the IT departments. However, the IT specialists are work-

ing on virtualization concept to reduce the cost. 

In the third part of the interview, we discussed change management and organisational 

culture besides how organisation should behave during the change. However, on this 

occasion, The Manager of Production Site joined us.  According to him, the company 

has joint venture with Packages Limited and stakeholders. Tetra Pak makes it clear for 

partners that they also take part for making the environment sustain. We work with our 

partners and include their suggestions. Most of our partners have policies of environ-

ment. We are more focusing for reducing cost in the processes of product development 

and recycling. We always arrange training program for management and employees. 

We analyse the product development process once in six months to increase the prod-

ucts and services level for our customers. Executives and Management is taking the en-

vironment as a main policy of the company. We focus on product design and recycling 

process for making spectacular future of communities and societies of (Pakistan). We 

are using aluminium foil in packaging for saving the energy. We follow the process 

through Life Cycle Analysis (LCA), which is used in all companies of Tetra Pak round 

the world. It is a pattern to handle the product development process. We always prefer 

renewable material for our products. It is the major contribution of the company in envi-

ronmental sustainability. The most important element is to manage the planning and 

strategy and it is only handled to develop better processes to achieve the strategy of the 

company.  

Organisational behaviour is an important element during the change process. The most 

important factors during change are technology, and executives and management behav-

iour. We always keep in mind, arrange presentation for the management development, 

and keep executives in touch about change. The company structure is most important 

element during change. The structure must accept the change. We use the matrix and 

line structure for better communication and process management. These structures can 

handle any change. We are not needed to change the whole company structure except 

some necessary changes that are always need during the change. We have joint venture 

with Packages Limited and reducing the water consumption in product development and 

paperboard. The Packages Limited is managing the water consumption through recy-

cling process.   
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Dedication to Environmental Sustainability 

Before joining the climate saver, Tetra Pak was familiar with the energy consumption 

and cost increment problems; it was not due to the climate change. Tetra Pak realised 

the increasing energy consumption. We took the energy problem as a cost increment 

and started work for alternative approach. For this, Tetra Pak did excellent efforts for 

developing better packaging concept over the years. However, in 2000 Tetra Pak in-

cluded the organisational environmental issues (paper and waste reduction, and electric-

ity consumption) and cost reduction in planning and strategies.  In 2002, Tetra Pak ag-

gregated processing and packaging line of soya products (Tetra Pak, 2009). 

Later Tetra Pak realised the environmental issues and aligning the business objectives 

with environment issues. When Tetra Pak could not align the business objectives and 

environmental issues, joined the Climate Savers in 2005. This was the first step towards 

environmental issues and cost reduction in favour the company and the society.  Tetra 

Pak is continued to develop novel machines for increasing the capacity of packaging 

and filling process. However, in 2006, Tetra Pak put an organisational change for align-

ing the internal processes for environmental sustainability. In the same year, Tetra Pak 

introduced cost adequate and fast filling machine with ―capacity of 9,200 packages per 

hour for the 250ml size‖.  ―Tetra Therm Lacta milk pasteuriser offers energy reduction 

up to 12 percent‖. ―Tetra Brik Aseptic 125 S Tetra Pak A3/Speed iLine is a high capac-

ity production line with up to 40 percent reduction of operational cost‖. Swedish Rheu-

matism was selected the Tetra Brik ―package of the year‖ (Tetra Pak, 2009).  

In 2009, ―Tetra Pak (Pakistan) was the winner of the Asian CSR (Corporate Social Re-

sponsibility) award in the environmental excellence category from 211entries from 132 

companies in 14 countries, with 44 entries just in environmental excellence category‖. 

In 2010, ―Tetra Pak received the climate Award from Swedish Forest Industries Federa-

tion‖. Prince Carl Philip gave comment: ―Tetra Pak also takes responsibilities for the 

forests the raw material originates from a few organisations in the world that have the 

same drive‖ (Environmental and Social Report, 2009). 

Tetra Pak keeps goals and taking initiatives for environmental sustainability. Tetra Pak 

have a green policy for every year since 2000 to sustain the environment green. Tetra 

Pak put efforts to continue improvement in manufacturing process, filling process, 

product development, business development, transportation and sourcing for sustainable 

environment. To achieve the environmental sustainability, Tetra Pak focuses on three 

areas climate change, forest and recycling. After joining the climate Savers in 2005, 

Tetra Pak has reduced CO2 emissions by 9.8% until 2010. Tetra Pak increased the 

wood fibre 86% supply from china by agreement with Chain of Custody FSC (Forest 

Stewardship Council). Tetra Pak adopted preferable approaches to reduce the CO2 

emission. Tetra Pak has been working with suppliers as a partnership in four areas: 

―carbon footprint and improvements, get renewable energy from electricity suppliers, 

improvement in energy consumption at manufacturing and production plants, transpor-
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tation emission reduction and add new values in logistic for making it better‖. (WWF, 

Tetra Pak, 2009).  

We consider the customers part of the organisation and regularly meet them in through 

distinct practices, advertisement, children exhibition and family exhibition. Tetra Pak‘s 

confront to focus on increasing energy problems at production plants, offices and trans-

portation. Tetra Pak is doing joint venture with WWF on forestry and climate change 

since 2006. In 2009, increased the recycling process and reached the target of 1.5 billion 

and total 27.1 billion globally. Senior Environmental Specialist, Valeria Michel at Tetra 

Pak (Brazil) announced that IT monitoring system of cooling and ventilation for energy 

efficiency and CO2 emissions is being used before joining the Climate Savers. This 

monitoring system determines the energy consumption at distinct point of every process 

in production plant. Tetra Pak has been developed relationship with supplier of ―alumin-

ium and polymers‖ for environmental sustainability. (WWF, Tetra Pak, 2009)    

In 2010, Tetra Pak intended to maximise use of waste and 73% beverage carton was 

produced form recycling process. Tetra Pak has keen interest to develop more relations 

with stakeholders and shareholders to promote the environmental sustainability. Tetra 

Pak has been working on new policies and strategies with stakeholder and shareholders 

to develop forestry, cost reduction and energy consumption guidelines. (WWF, Tetra 

Pak, 2009) 

To conclude the interview, Tetra Pak (Pakistan) is moving constantly to achieve the en-

vironmental sustainability. The main purpose of the company is to develop processes in 

better way to reduce cost and energy consumption to achieve the environmental sustain-

ability. The company has three main processes that are recycling, filling and packaging. 

The company maintain its processes through developing new technologies. Tetra Pak is 

developing process for Information Technology to reduce cost and energy consumption 

of IT currently working on virtualisation.  

Suggestion 

According to the interviewee, the company is not shared data with third party and doing 

huge investment for establishing IT departments at each site. Tetra Pak should adopt the 

cloud computing concept that can help the company to connect all company sites with 

one server room and collect data from there. It will enable to reduce cost and energy 

consumption of Information Technology.  

We also suggest that information sharing is a good way of working. However, they 

should be developed process for knowledge and manage it through software or docu-

mentation. This will open new ways for increasing the capability of organisation and the 

employees will come close to each other. Knowledge Management process will help to 

enable friendly cultural environment. 
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5.  Analysis 

This part analyses the data that we acquired from theoretical framework and empirical 

findings. We conclude the analysis according to the research questions that are ad-

judged in chapter 1. 

Hiatt, Jeff (2002) stated that transformation of present business environment to future 

business environment is called change. Individualism and collectivism involvement in 

change management is always necessary, when organisations are shifting from current 

position to future position. Organisations have to take social responsibilities and en-

gagement with stakeholders and partners during change.  Change management is an im-

portant area to handle for getting organisational success. Stephen J. Wall, (2005) state 

that strategy can be blemished without execution planning. According to the theoretical 

findings, three areas are important to bring change in organisations that are planning and 

communication, strategy and execution of strategy (process). Based on theoretical find-

ings, the seven elements of organisational behaviour that is necessary for change man-

agement. 

  Management Development 

 Technology 

 Organisational Structure 

 Employees‘ Skill 

 Employees support the change 

 Suppliers contribution 

 Customer 

The management boards of the investigated companies in this research faced the chal-

lenges inside the organization, when promoting environmentally consciousness for the 

employees and suppliers. To change the behaviour and view of the employees and 

stakeholders, pressures are placed on leaders to improve quality, be more global, better 

utilize capital, maximize resources, improve shareholder wealth, and create new prod-

ucts and services (Craig M. MCallaster, 2004). 

5.1 The case of Tetra Pak 

According to case of Tetra Pak, the company is facilitating both technology and social 

initiatives to establish Green IT in the organization. However the company use its own 

word, Green Office instead of Green IT for communication in the organization. Cisco 

provides the solutions to the environmental challenges to the CIO (Chief Information 

Officer) (Cisco Public Information, 2008): 

  Virtualization of resources 
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 Centralizing branch office IT 

 Changing business behaviour and processes 

 Collapsing appliances into the network 

 Remote access to specialist skills 

 Better buildings management 

Tetra Pack-Pakistan is already taking advantage of some factors above. The company is 

putting effort to reduce the server costs at their IT department by resource virtualization. 

But the company is lacking a centralized IT office and it brings extra costs to them. The 

company is also investing on centralizing the server, which both contributes to reduce 

the overall costs and reduce IT pollutions. Tetra Pack, Pakistan is benefiting from a 

business model named Green office Model in the organization, which is following the 

environmental sustainability goal. The model is based on three environmental indica-

tors: electricity, paper and waste. Besides they enhanced better buildings management 

by reducing the paper wastes, effective usage of electricity and cutting disposal.   

To follow the definition of Green IT by Gary Hird (2010), Tetra Pack is directly reduc-

ing the ‗‘carbon footprint‘‘ of the organization by regularly updating their hardware and 

software. They installed distinct software for monitoring the energy consumption and 

CO2 calculation, which is also available on Tetra Pak‘s global website. They are also 

cutting energy consumption by integrating Oracle‘s less energy consumption servers 

(SPARC T-series servers for virtualization and energy efficiency).     

Tetra Pak arranges training programs for management and employees. They take initia-

tives for environmental sustainability in company‘s policies. Executives are always in-

volved for making policies and focus on environment. They achieve each goal of the 

company through planning and strategy. During strategy, they focus on how the organi-

sation should behave during the change. The comapny focus on six elements that are  

 Management Development  

 Technology 

 Organisational Structure 

 Stakeholders 

 partners 

 Social Responsibilities 

 Tetra Pak was taking step to reduce the cost and energy consumption before partnership 

with WWF and forestry organisations for environmental sustainability. The company 

included cost reduction and energy consumption in organisational environmental poli-
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cies and developed planning and strategy. Tetra Pak integrated processing and packag-

ing line of soya products and alignment of business objectives and environment issues 

for reducing the cost and energy consumption.  The company is always involved with 

communities and societies for social change by distinct campaigns. They mostly focus 

on children for providing information regarding importance of environment.  Tetra Pak 

gives importance to each stakeholders and partners, and work together with them for 

better solution in packaging products and environmental sustainability. They give the 

most importance to their employees and arrange training sessions for employees to en-

hance the technical level of product and manufacturing sites. They have developed a 

better organisational structure, which helps to adopt change with minor changes in the 

structure. Tetra Pak is taking advantages form IT for monitoring energy consumption at 

different places during the packaging, recycling and filling processes. The company also 

gives importance to technology at all levels to reduce cost, energy consumption, waste, 

water and pollution. However, the company needs to better facilitate information tech-

nology to gain better advantages in future. 

5.2 The case of Panasonic 

Panasonic, Sweden is a company that has recently invested in performing Green IT ini-

tiatives in the organization and integrated both technological and social changes regard-

ing this issue. The company is sponsoring eco initiatives in ‗‘Solar Power into a Sus-

tainable Future‘‘, which helps the company get involve socially and technically in envi-

ronmental sustainability. Panasonic, Sweden succeeded to take advantages by cutting 

overall costs and reduced its carbon footprints by reducing electricity consumption and 

acting more environmental conscious.   

Panasonic‘s environmental policy to become No.1 Green Innovation Company in Elec-

tronic Industry is not limited to Green Lifestyles and Green Business styles, they are 

also partnering with suppliers to reduce CO2 emissions that the suppliers contribute to 

an adequate environmental performance. Part of the company‘s procurement policy is to 

work together with the suppliers to achieve its Green Innovation objectives.  

Panasonic is currently working on Green Revolution with two main concepts Eco-life 

style and Eco-Business styles. To attract the customers, they are currently working with 

distinct campaigns under the concept of Eco-life style. The current activities are being 

managed by eco ideas globally. Panasonic has developed the eco factory in Japan with a 

concept of eco light and facilitating the customers through distinct campaigns. The ma-

jor campaigns are eco house, recycling facility and light-out campaigns. This helps the 

communities and societies to give response on green initiative that company is taking. 

This will help the Panasonic to manage the climate change and bring awareness in the 

communities and societies according to Brager & Holloway‘s cultural change model 

that brings competitive advantages for the company 

In Panasonic‘s Procurement Policy the suppliers have the key roles in business areas for 

product development that meet environmental sustainability and satisfy the customers' 
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expectations. ―To evaluate and select the best suppliers in a fair manner, Panasonic has 

adopted the following criteria. 

1.   Assurance of required product quality and safety 

2.   Competitive pricing 

3.   Fulfilment of on-time delivery 

4.   IT-oriented responsiveness to changes 

5.   Advanced technology and development capability 

6.   Stable operation infrastructure 

7.   Environmental consciousness 

8.   Compliance 

9.   Information security 

10. Respecting human rights and the health and safety of labour‖ (Panasonic, 2011) 

The theoretical study of this research well covers the Procurement Policy of Panasonic. 

The Procurement policy‘s points above (4, 5, 6, 7 and 10) are directly or indirectly re-

flecting the aims of environmental sustainability of the company that are supposed to be 

fulfilled by the suppliers.  

In Panasonic‘s leadership offered the employees to participate in the Environment Edu-

cation sessions to act more environmentally friendly, follow the new initiatives, get fa-

miliar with new services and products and be aware of the emergency of change.      

According to Brager & Holloway‘s cultural change model (1978) in the theoretical 

framework, change process and leadership at Panasonic and Tetra Pak are not com-

pletely matched with the model. However the companies provide the change awareness 

to their employees and prepare them for change, removes the unnecessary hurdles by 

proper planning and management, makes discussion with key actors, and execute the 

change by providing and implementing the change plans, such as Panasonic‘s Green 

Plan 2018, (To become No.1 Green Innovation Company in the electronic industry in 

2018), then integrates corporate goals into the plan and Tetra Pak‘s initiatives for envi-

ronmental sustainability until 2020. 
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5.3 Change Management Model 

 

Executives & Top Management                                    Suppliers, Employees, Customers                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
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Figure 6:    Change Management Model for Green IT Initiatives Performance 

This change model is presented according to the second question of this research ―What 

is the role of organizational culture and change management for taking green IT initia-

tives in organizations?’’. By searching through the relevant literatures and through em-

pirical findings, we came on an existing correlation between the three strategic elements 

of the research: change management, organizational culture and green IT.  

As explained before, Green IT is a about a new concept that organizations need to be 

equipped with to be able to cut their environmental loads. There is going to be both so-

cial demands and technological demands of change for the organizations to be able to 

cope with the application of the new concept. There are several issues of IT solutions, 

technology, social responsibility and processes that are going to be considered when 

green IT is being integrated in an organization. The management development is being 

acknowledged about the importance of the subject and the relevant information (con-

nection 3). Green IT is about innovating new operations, products, customer solutions to 

respect the environmental issues and to prepare the whole organization with the new 
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concept is about change management that the executives and management board elabo-

rate it. The issues of environmental policy, relevant planning, processes, and new 

strategies (if needed) should be undertaken according to change management. It in-

volves also the introduction of new technologies besides turning the culture of con-

sumption to an environmental friendly culture in an organization (connection 1&2). But 

it is not feasible until the management team brings the sense of urgency to the organiza-

tion‘s stakeholders as this is true that ‗‘ one can barely move at the moment without be-

ing urged to make green changes to his/her lifestyle‘‘ (Green IT for Dummies, 2009).  

Connection 3 in the picture is about the times when the employees and stakeholders be-

come aware about the emergency of acting environmental friendly in a way other than 

the management board of the company. Then the organizational culture is aware of the 

social initiatives of green IT, but the technological changes can still be performed by 

educating the employees, management and members of executive board. 
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6. Conclusion 

This final chapter presents the discussion of our work according to the research ques-

tions.  This chapter concludes the discussion of Green IT, Environmental sustainability, 

change management and organisational culture.  In the end, we imply the further re-

search according to the need of this research. 

The aim of this research is to organise the investigation of factors to manage the change 

and organisational culture when adopting Green IT initiatives in an organization for 

achieving the environmental sustainability. To appraise, how these concepts can be or-

ganised in the change process, and change management model to measure the levels of 

concepts and factors in both models. We give the answers to research questions: 

 How organizations take green IT initiatives for achieving environmental sustain-

ability? 

We have analysed the existing research that was selected during the literature study to 

know the important features of this research question. Since the focal point was on 

Green IT initiatives for achieving environmental sustainability. We have selected the in-

formation to deal with Information Technology for achieving environmental sustainabil-

ity in the organisations.  

Both companies are working towards on Green IT concept by facilitating different titles 

such as Green Office and Green Process to achieve environmental sustainability. The 

common thing between two organisations is that they are working on “product design” 

besides the embedded system (mixture of hardware and software) concept for making 

better eco product. For example, Panasonic has developed hand juicer, grinder and eco-

house that is based on reduces energy consumption by using solar energy, wind energy, 

accumulative batteries and fuel cells.  Panasonic is currently working on Malmö train 

station sustain by solar energy.  Tetra Pak has developed new filling machine, which al-

lowed them for making a better process between packaging and filling process. The 

company has developed new products that are not needed the refrigerator and currently 

working on virtualisation of resources and centralisation of their IT office along the four 

sites at Pakistan. The company has planned to use wind energy and solar energy in the 

new plant near Lahore, Pakistan. Both organisations have achieved the basic environ-

mental needs. However, they need to work more on Green IT initiatives for making bet-

ter plans.    

The second research question is designed as:  

 What is the role of organizational culture and change management for taking green 

IT initiatives in organizations?  

Before accepting new technologies and concepts, organisations have to look on the im-

portance of particular need that can be necessary and cannot be. When organisations are 

moving towards new business, companies need the new technologies and concepts that 
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help them to get success. On this occasion, organisations should have to manage the 

change by organisational culture that includes management, employees and stake-

holders. 

The change management is an essential element for bringing Green IT in organisations. 

According to analysis, management development, organisational structure, technology, 

communities and societies are the most important factors to manage change. Panasonic 

and Tetra Pak are entirely connected with communities and societies by distinct cam-

paigns to bring social change that are defined in case studies. According to M. MCallas-

ter, (2004), the leadership is always in pressure from stakeholders and shareholders be-

fore and during change process for keeping the stakeholders and employees‘ wealth, 

and better utilization of resources. Both organisations are handling this situation by pro-

viding training programs about culture, environmental technology and change manage-

ment to management development and employees. Both of the companies are increasing 

the relationship between management and employees by using the concepts of individu-

alism and collectivism, which helps the employees and managers to contribute their role 

in organisational development. Tetra Pak also gives importance to organisational struc-

ture by using matrix and line structure. This opens new ways to manage the change and 

it helps to develop better IT infrastructure. However, we could not get the relevant 

knowledge from Panasonic about organisational structure.  

Regarding the empirical findings, in both companies the management and the execu-

tives take decisions regarding planning and processes of adapting green IT concepts in 

the organizations. Organizational culture of Tetra Pak and Panasonic plays a big role in 

the success of accepting new technologies, processes and innovations, and the manage-

ment team of both companies believes in constructing effective communications to the 

suppliers, employees and customers to convince them with the new appliances.  

The result of change management model bespeaks that strategy and process (execution) 

is an essential element of organisational Planning about environmental change. There-

fore, Strategy is only fulfilling by process. Process includes all factors of each concept 

(Green IT, change management and organizational culture) that are necessary during 

change.  

6.1  Contribution of this Research 

The research is accomplished in three different ways: 

 The thesis accorded a presentation of literature study and multi-case studies regard-

ing change management, Green IT initiatives, environmental sustainability and Or-

ganisational Culture for using in future research as a classification of concepts and 

factors. 

 In the literature study, concepts and factors of current research study is available. 

However, there is no change process and change management model for evaluation 

of these four concepts and its factors that help the company to manage the change.  
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 This research gives complete analysis of all above mentioned concept and potential 

of change process and change management model in practice. 

The Change Management model contains the complete information in change process. 

The change process can be helped the management to work with main factors of con-

cepts to achieve the environment sustainability and change management model can be 

helped the management to sustain the change process for getting valuable results. The 

management of organisations can develop own change process and change management 

model according to their needs. It will also help the other authors for intending to create 

their own models. 

6.2 Further Research 

The study of literature regarding change management for taking Green Initiatives 

through organisational culture is currently moving around internal measurements and 

resources. Further research is needed for recognising the role of change management, 

Green IT and organisational culture, which are valuable for organisations interesting to 

bring change. The change management will be helped the organisations to develop their 

own change management model. To more focus on expanding and aligning the factors 

of these concepts on more elaborate level would be valuable for the strength of change 

management model.  

The change management model provides a new perspective on factors, which confirms 

the validity of concepts. However, strategy and process are essential elements of two 

concepts in change management and Green IT. The alignment of these two concepts in-

cluding factors is important as the alignment of Business and IT strategy is important.  
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Appendix 1 Questionnaire  

Guidelines for completing the Questionnaire & Purpose 

 This questionnaire is the part of Final Project, Master Thesis for the completion of 

Master Program in Informatics, Jönköping International Business School, and 

Jönköping University, Sweden. The research is mainly focussing on Green IT imi-

tative in the organizations, how company‘s customers, employees and stake-

holders respond on such a change, and how organizational culture play its vital 

role in adopting the new change. In addition,   how we can handle change man-

agement in this change process of integrating Green IT imitative with organiza-

tional goals.  

 Kindly read each question carefully and tick a box to specify your answer.  

 In MCQ Questions, please bold or change colour your suggested answer 

 Please be precise in explanatory questions.  

 The information will not be used other than thesis purpose. 

 The research ethics will strictly followed by this research. 

 The information received treated anonymously.  

 In case of any queries regarding this questionnaire, please do not hesitate to con-

tact above-mentioned researchers/students.
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Questionnaire 
Q.1 what type of Change your company mostly decided to follow to integrate  

Green IT initiatives?  

(a) Technological Change   (b) Social Change  

(c) External Market Environment  (d) Any other (kindly specify)………… 

Q.2 What steps your company should take to achieve environmental sustainability?  

(a) Introducing ECO products    (b) Minimize emission travelling  

(c) Supporting campaigns to save the planet   (d) Others (kindly specify)............. 

Q.3 How do you convince your customers to encourage your organization’s green 

initiatives?  

(a) By offering products at lower prices (b) Green products are healthy products  

(c) Both (a & b )      (d) Others (please specify)....................... 

Q.4 What types of advantages your organization is gaining by introducing the Green 

IT concepts?  

(a) Cutting overall cost  (b) Reducing electricity consumption  

(c) Reputation    (d) Any other, please specify……………………… 

Q.5  What are you doing to enable green IT in hardware/software in your company? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………...........  

Q.6 What kind of challenges the management team of your company is facing by in-

troducing Green IT initiatives? How the company handles the organization cul-

tural challenges during the change process? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………...........  

Q.7  Does your organization have a strategy to “Greener’’ IT and how do you take 

initiative on it? 

 …………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………… 

Q.8 How do you communicate Green IT initiatives in your organization with em-

ployees, and stakeholders?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………
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…………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………  

Q.9 Does your firm invest in new technologies, R&D, and continuously improve-

ments toward sustaining the environment? What steps you are taking?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………  

Q.10 Do you have any change process model in your organization regarding Green  

IT Initiatives, integration for change management and organization culture?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………...........  

 Any other comments, information want to share with us. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………............. 

 

                   Thanks for your precious time and consideration 
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Appendix 2: Questionnaire-Answers by Assistant Quality Manager, Panasonic 

Guidelines for completing the Questionnaire & Purpose 

 This questionnaire is the part of Final Project, Master Thesis for the completion of 

Master Program in Informatics, Jönköping International Business School, 

Jönköping University, Sweden. The research is mainly focussing on Green IT imi-

tative in the organizations, how company‘s customers, employees and stake-

holders respond on such a change, and how organizational culture play its vital 

role in adopting the new change. In addition,   how we can handle change man-

agement in this change process of integrating Green IT imitative with organiza-

tional goals.  

 Kindly read each question carefully and tick a box to specify your answer.  

 In MCQ Questions, please bold or change colour your suggested answer 

 Please be precise in explanatory questions.  

 The information will not be used other than thesis purpose. 

 The research ethics will strictly followed by this research. 

 The information received treated anonymously.  

 In case of any queries regarding this questionnaire, please do not hesitate to con-

tact above-mentioned researchers/students 

.
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Questionnaire 
Q.1 What type of Change your company mostly decided to follow to integrate  

Green IT initiatives?  

(a) Technological Change   (b) Social Change  

(c) External Market Environment  (d) Any other (kindly specify)…………………  

Q.2 What steps your company should take to achieve environmental sustainability? 

(a) Introducing ECO products  (b) Minimize emission travelling  

(c) Supporting campaigns to save the planet (d) Others (kindly specify)................  

Q.3 How do you convince your customers to encourage your organization’s green 

initiatives?  

(a) By offering products at lower prices (b) Green products are healthy products  

(c) Both (a & b )      (d) Others (please specify)......................... 

Q.4 What types of advantages your organization is gaining by introducing the Green 

IT concepts?  

(a) Cutting overall cost  (b) Reducing electricity consumption  

(c) Reputation    (d) Any other, please specify……………………….  

Q.5  What are you doing to enable green IT in hardware/software in your company? 

 Working on Green Life Innovation & Green Business Innovation and promoting new 

environmental conscious products with zero CO2 emissions, introducing new soft-

ware programs that save energy, using and supporting new approach of Green Busi-

nesses 

Q.6 What kind of challenges the management team of your company is facing by in-

troducing Green IT initiatives? How the company handles the organization cul-

tural challenges during the change process? 

 Eco ideas for lifestyles and business-styles communicated throughout organiza-

tion and implemented as a vision and business policy,  

 Traditional management & business approaches are major challenges and need 

to change the vision of stakeholders, 

  Instigated awareness about environmentally and socially responsible 

Q.7  Does your organization have a strategy to “Greener’’ IT and how do you take 

initiative on it? 

 Panasonic eco ideas for lifestyles and business-styles implemented in whole Pana-

sonic Community, Panasonic Eco Relay; Eco Activities by 200,000 People in 39 

Countries and Regions also good start of Panasonic towards greening, also visit 

Panasonic eco ideas website with great number of examples and other eco activities. 

Visit this website:  http://panasonic.net/eco/vision/ecoideas/  

 http://panasonic.net/eco/ecorelay/#/en/  

 

 

http://panasonic.net/eco/vision/ecoideas/
http://panasonic.net/eco/ecorelay/#/en/
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Q.8 How do you communicate Green IT initiatives in your organization with em-

ployees, and stakeholders?  

Intranet, updated on homepage, meetings with suppliers etc,  

Q.9 Does your firm invest in new technologies, R&D, and continuously improve-

ments toward sustaining the environment? What steps you are taking?  

 Sponsoring eco activities and promoting eco ideas, visit website with a number of ex-

amples:  http://panasonic.net/eco/ecoideas/en/html/example08/  

    http://panasonic.net/eco/ecorelay/#/en/   

   http://eco-ideas.net/   

Q.10 Do you have any change process model in your organization regarding Green  

IT Initiatives, integration for change management and organization culture?  

Yes, Visit our new vision and strategic plan on website: 

http://panasonic.net/eco/vision/ecoideas/ 

 Any other comments, information want to share with us. 

This is our message,  

 

 

                   Thanks for your precious time and consideration 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://panasonic.net/eco/ecoideas/en/html/example08/
http://panasonic.net/eco/ecorelay/#/en/
http://eco-ideas.net/
http://panasonic.net/eco/vision/ecoideas/
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Appendix 3: Questionnaire-Answers by Human Resource Manager, Panasonic 

Guidelines for completing the Questionnaire & Purpose 

 This questionnaire is the part of Final Project, Master Thesis for the completion of 

Master Program in Informatics, Jönköping International Business School, 

Jönköping University, Sweden. The research is mainly focussing on Green IT imi-

tative in the organizations, how company‘s customers, employees and stake-

holders respond on such a change, and how organizational culture play its vital 

role in adopting the new change. In addition,   how we can handle change man-

agement in this change process of integrating Green IT imitative with organiza-

tional goals.  

 Kindly read each question carefully and tick a box to specify your answer.  

 In MCQ Questions, please bold or change colour your suggested answer 

 Please be precise in explanatory questions.  

 The information will not be used other than thesis purpose. 

 The research ethics will strictly followed by this research. 

 The information received treated anonymously.  

 In case of any queries regarding this questionnaire, please do not hesitate to con-

tact above-mentioned researchers/students.
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Questionnaire 
Q.1 What type of Change your company mostly decided to follow to integrate  

Green IT initiatives?  

(a) Technological Change   (b) Social Change  

(c) External Market Environment  (d) Any other (kindly specify)…………………  

Q.2 What steps your company should take to achieve environmental sustainability? 

(a) Introducing ECO products  (b) Minimize emission travelling  

(c) Supporting campaigns to save the planet (d) Others (kindly specify)................  

Q.3 How do you convince your customers to encourage your organization’s green 

initiatives?  

(a) By offering products at lower prices (b) Green products are healthy products  

(c) Both (a & b )      (d) be environmentally conscious  

Q.4 What types of advantages your organization is gaining by introducing the Green 

IT concepts?  

(a) Cutting overall cost  (b) Reducing electricity consumption  

(c) Reputation    (d) be environmentally conscious 

Q.5 What are you doing to enable green IT in hardware/software in your company? 

Introducing and promoting eco ideas for lifestyles and business-styles 

Q.6 What kind of challenges the management team of your company is facing by in-

troducing Green IT initiatives? How the company handles the organization cul-

tural challenges during the change process? 

Conventional Technology and behaviour 

To promote environmentally consciousness in stake holders; including employees, 

customers and suppliers, 

Q.7  Does your organization have a strategy to “Greener’’ IT and how do you take 

initiative on it? 

 Panasonic‘s Environmental Action Plan; Green Plan 2018, eco ideas, and new Vision 

and strategy visit websites on that plans for instance; 

http://panasonic.net/eco/vision/green_plan2018/ 

Q.8 How do you communicate Green IT initiatives in your organization with em-

ployees, and stakeholders?  

Intranet and communication with suppliers 

Q.9 Does your firm invest in new technologies, R&D, and continuously improve-

ments toward sustaining the environment? What steps you are taking?  

 Sponsoring eco initiatives visit: http://www.train-of-ideas.net/en/stations/malmoe/  

Q.10 Do you have any change process model in your organization regarding Green  

IT Initiatives, integration for change management and organization culture?  

Communicated new Green vision and strategy through intranet and policy statement 

 Any other comments, information want to share with us. 

Change your vision to environmental consciousness 

                   Thanks for your precious time and consideration 

 

 

http://panasonic.net/eco/vision/green_plan2018/
http://www.train-of-ideas.net/en/stations/malmoe/
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Appendix 4: Questionnaire-Answers received from Tetra Pak 

Guidelines for completing the Questionnaire & Purpose 

 This questionnaire is the part of Final Project, Master Thesis for the completion of 

Master Program in Informatics, Jönköping International Business School, 

Jönköping University, Sweden. The research is mainly focussing on Green IT imi-

tative in the organizations, how company‘s customers, employees and stake-

holders respond on such a change, and how organizational culture play its vital 

role in adopting the new change. In addition,   how we can handle change man-

agement in this change process of integrating Green IT imitative with organiza-

tional goals.  

 Kindly read each question carefully and tick a box to specify your answer.  

 In MCQ Questions, please bold or change colour your suggested answer 

 Please be precise in explanatory questions.  

 The information will not be used other than thesis purpose. 

 The research ethics will strictly followed by this research. 

 The information received treated anonymously.  

 In case of any queries regarding this questionnaire, please do not hesitate to con-

tact above-mentioned researchers/students. 
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Questionnaire 
Q.1 What type of Change your company mostly decided to follow to integrate  

Green IT initiatives?  

(a) Technological Change   (b) Social Change  

(c) External Market Environment  (d) Any other (kindly specify)…………… 

Q.2 What steps your company should take to achieve environmental sustainability? 

(a) Introducing ECO products  (b) Minimize emission travelling  

(c) Supporting campaigns to save the planet (d) Others (kindly specify).............. 

Q.3 How do you convince your customers to encourage your organization’s green 

initiatives?  

(a) By offering products at lower prices (b) Green products are healthy products  

(c) Both (a & b )      (d) Others (please specify).Environmental 

Campaigns...... 

Q.4 What types of advantages your organization is gaining by introducing the 

Green IT concepts?  

(a) Cutting overall cost  (b) Reducing electricity consumption  

(c) Reputation     

(d) Any other, please specify…Reduction in Paper & Waste Consumption  

Q.5 What are you doing to enable green IT in hardware/software in your com-

pany? 

Use of latest technology / equipments are always encouraged and replaced wherever 

possible  

Q.6 What kind of challenges the management team of your company is facing by 

introducing Green IT initiatives? How the company handles the organization 

cultural challenges during the change process?  

To instigate a solid behavioural change at all levels within the organization with 

special emphasis on pro-activeness while imparting the importance of Green Office  

Initiative. 

Employee Engagement and Involvement in Recycling Activities and the actual 

commitment to recycle are few of the challenges that we are facing at the moment. 

However, we envisage improving on the commitment part while giving the employ-

ees proper awareness on Environment and recycling  

Q.7 Does your organization have a strategy to “Greener’’ IT and how do you take 

initiative on it?  

We have A Green Office Model Environmental Programme based on our 3 selected 

environmental indicators – Electricity, Paper & Waste, designed by WWF Pakistan 

for compliance along with Green Office Labelling rights. 

Tetra Pak Pakistan has Environment /Recycling as one of the Strategic Pillars and 

gives importance to packaging and filling processes to reduce cost and energy con-

sumption 
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 Q.8 How do you communicate Green IT initiatives in your organization with em-

ployees, and stakeholders? 

 Intranet & E-mails 

 WWF Green Office Initiative 

Q.9 Does your firm invest in new technologies, R&D, and continuously improve-

ments toward sustaining the environment? What steps you are taking?  

Recycling plants & Products 

 Insulation from waste fibres through R&D 

 We have Secondary Treatment Plant at our second mil in BSPM 

 Krafta Units to recycle water in our production divisions 

 Tuff Board roofing Sheets 

 Different Utility Items in processes  

Q.10 Do you have any change process model in your organization regarding Green  

IT Initiatives, integration for change management and organization culture?  

Yes – All change management done through intranet. It includes management de-

velopment and Technology.  

Q.11 Did your company eventually reach the ‘’green standards’’ it aimed?  

Tetra Pak has been awarded with ―Green Office and Green Processes‖ Diploma for 

Compliance with the Green Office Criteria. We have set targets for 2020 for reduc-

tion in paper waste, Electricity consumption and waste. 

Tetra Pak Pakistan won the CSR award.  

 Any other comments, information want to share with us. 

Tetra Pak Pakistan is considering Environment and recycling of used tetra carton as one 

its major corporate priorities. We understand that Technological advancements and for 

creating the market pull of our Recycled carton is inevitable and we are working for a 

cost effective yet efficient solution for the separation of Tetra carton ingredients i.e., 

paper, Polyethylene and Aluminium.  

We ensure that useful and productive information/data pertaining to Green Office is 

well communicated & thoroughly understood at all levels within the organization. We 

are using Operational Cost Reduction for packaging line by 12%. We are using oracle‘s 

less energy consumption servers (SPARC T-Series Servers for Virtualization, Energy 

Efficiency).  

We have business copyrights of Tetra Pak Sweden. R&D department works with Tetra 

Pak, Sweden to provide better products to our customers. We also focus on new tech-

nology in every area.  

Working on visualization concept to reduce the cost in IT 

Wind energy and solar energy is our main target in newly accomplished plant near La-

hore  

                   Thanks for your precious time and consideration 

 


